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The purpose of this study is to define the French sonatina of the twentieth century,

to expose those works which are most suitable for concert performances, and to provide a

resource for teachers and performers. Of the seventy-five scores available to the writer,

five advanced-level piano sonatinas of the twentieth century were chosen as the best of

those by French composers, in attractiveness and compositional craftsmanship: Maurice

Ravel's Sonatine (1905), Maurice Emmanuel's Sonatine VI (1926), Nodl Gallon's

Sonatine (1931), Alexandre Tansman's Troisieme Sonatine (1933), and Jean-Michel

Damase's Sonatine (1991). The five works were analyzed, with a focus on compositional

techniques used to create unity in the work.

In comparison to the classical model of the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth

centuries, the French sonatina of the twentieth century exhibits four new features. First, it

is more expansive in length and has greater philosophical depth. Second, there is an

emphasis on unity at the motivic and thematic levels in which the development of material,

based on the techniques discussed, occurs throughout a movement instead of being limited

to a "development" section. Third, the formal structures are more flexible, allowing for

cyclic quotations and the accommodation of varying styles. Fourth, the advanced technical

skills indicate that these compositions are intended not as pedagogical pieces but as concert

works.

Chapter I introduces the topic, stating the purpose and need of the study. Chapter

II presents a brief history of the sonatina, with particular attention given to the sonatina in

France, and background information on each of the five composers. Chapters III through



VII are each devoted to an analytical discussion of one of the five sonatinas. Conclusions

based on the analyses are given in Chapter VIII. Appendices include an annotated listing,

by composer, of all French sonatinas which were involved in the research and a selected

discography.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

An attempt to expand one's performance repertory of twentieth-century music

requires a survey of many scores and recordings. Searching for pieces suitable to one's

temperament and interests can be an arduous task, but the rewards of finding a match often

more than compensate for the efforts. In the author's exploration of twentieth-century

piano music of France, a number of interesting sonatinas' were revealed, with difficulty

levels ranging from elementary to advanced levels. The more difficult works differ

significantly from the familiar classical models both in complexity of composition and in

the appropriateness for concert performance, seemingly to challenge the traditional

definitions of the sonatina.

Many theorists have included in their writings brief statements about the term

"sonatina." The earliest description found by the author occurs in the Dictionnaire de

musique (1703) by S6bastien de Brossard: "Diminutive of SUONATA; a small sonata

serving as prelude or preparation for some larger piece." 2 Nineteenth-century authors,

such as Frangois-Henri-Joseph Castil-Blaze, J. H. Cornell and John South Shedlock,

'Although the French spelling of the term "sonatine" appears in the titles of the compositions, the

English spelling of "sonatina" is used throughout this paper.

2S6bastien de Brossard, "Suonatina," Dictionnaire de musique (Paris: Christophe Ballard, 1703),

trans. and ed. Albion Gruber as vol. 12 of Musical Theorists in Translation (Henryville, PA: Institute of

Medieval Music, 1982), 121.

1
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defined the term pedagogically, as a "small sonata" for beginners. In the twentieth

century, many sources continue to define it as a "little sonata for beginners" yet also

acknowledge the existence of more challenging sonatinas, citing Ravel's Sonatine as a

representative of the modem style. These sources include writings by Hugo Leichtentritt

and Norman Demuth4 as well as the most recent editions of The New Grove Dictionary of

Music and Musicians and The New Harvard Dictionary of Music.5 More detailed

discussions about sonatina form are found in three additional sources by Paul Fontaine,

Leon Stein and Percy Goetschius.6 Fontaine's Basic Formal Structures in Music and

Stein's Structure and Style list characteristics distinctive to the sonatina as compared to the

sonata, including the brevity of each section, the presence of little or no development, and

its light and simple nature. In his book entitled Larger Forms, Goetschius identifies the

sonatina form as a "smaller species" of sonata-allegro forms; a second type that he specifies

is the "enlarged sonatina form" in which the principal or first theme in the recapitulation is

"spun out as quasi development." All of these sources, however, lack a definition that is

comprehensive enough to include the French sonatina of the twentieth century.

3Franqois-Henri-Joseph Castil-Blaze, "Sonatine," Dictionnaire de musique moderne, 3rd. ed.

(Brussels: l'Acad6mie de musique, 1828), 235; J. H. Cornell, The Theory and Practice of Musical Form

(New York: G. Schirmer, 1883), 157-58; John South Shedlock, The Pianoforte Sonata (London: Methuen,

1895; reprint ed., New York: Da Capo Press, 1964), 237.

4Hugo Leichtentritt, Musical Form (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1951), 166-67;

Norman Demuth, Musical Forms and Textures: A Reference Guide (London: Rockliff, [1953]), 49.

5"Sonatina," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ed. Stanley Sadie

(London: Macmillan, 1980), XVII, 508-509; "Sonatina," The New Harvard Dictionary of Music, ed. Don

Randel (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1986)767.

taul Fontaine, Basic Formal Structures in Music (New York: Meredith Publishing, 1967), 165;

Leon Stein, Structure and Style: The Study and Analysis of Musical Forms, expanded ed. (Princeton, New

Jersey: Summy-Birchard Music, 1979), 100-101; Percy Goetschius, The Larger Forms of Musical

Composition (New York: G. Schirmer, 1915), 151.

7Goetschius, 188.
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Specific studies of the twentieth-century sonatina have approached the topic from

two perspectives: 1) referring to a variety of composers and styles; and 2) referring to the

complete piano works of a single composer. One group of studies (Alvan Cazedessus,

Roy Hamlin Johnson, Gerhard Puchelt and Henry Samuel Wolf)8 presents selected

compositions covering a broad spectrum of composers and nationalities, while another

group (Kathy Jo Edsill Charles and Janelle Ganey)9 limits discussion to specific time

periods and geographic locations. A third group (Eleanor Anne Carlson, Stelio Dubbiosi

and Thomas Howard McGuire) 10 examines the works of individual composers. Within

these studies a few works have been analyzed, most notably those of Ravel, Roussel,

Koechlin, and Tansman, and a few others have been mentioned within the broader context

of the history of French piano music; yet, many French sonatinas remain relatively

unknown. Thus, there is a need for both the study and promotion of these works since

there is no published scholarship either of twentieth-century piano sonatinas of advanced

difficulty levels as a group or of those by French composers of this century as a group.

sAlvan D. Cazedessus, The Study and Performance of Selected Contemporary Piano Sonatinas

(D.M.A. dissertation, Columbia University, 1967; Ann Arbor, Michigan: University Microfilms

International, 688975); Roy Hamlin Johnson, "The Twentieth-Century Solo Pianoforte Sonatina: A

Survey" (D.M.A. dissertation, University of Rochester, 1961); Gerhard Puchelt, Lob der Sonatine.

Entstehung, Geschichte, und Bedeutung einer liebenverten Spielform (Berlin: Lienau, 1981); Henry

Samuel Wolf, The Twentieth Century Piano Sonata (Ph.D. dissertation, Boston University, 1957; Ann

Arbor, Michigan: University Microfilms International, 0021946).

9Kathy Jo Edsill Charles, A Study of the Contemporary Shortened Piano Sonata (Sonatina)

(D.M.A. dissertation, University of Missouri - Kansas City, 1990; Ann Arbor, Michigan: University

Microfilms International, 9026054); Janelle Ganey, A Pedagogical Analysis of Solo Piano Sonatinas by

North and South American Composers, 1963-1983 (D.M.A. dissertation, Southern Baptist Theological

Seminary, 1985; Ann Arbor, Michigan: University Microfilms International, 8604432).

10Eleanor Anne Carlson, Maurice Emmanuel and the Six Sonatines for Piano (D.M.A.

dissertation, Boston University School of Fine and Applied Arts, 1979; Ann Arbor, Michigan: University

Microfilms International, 7420471); Stelio Dubbiosi, The Piano Music of Maurice Ravel, an Analysis of

the Technical and Interpretive Problems Inherent in the Pianistic Style of Maurice Ravel (Ph.D.

dissertation, New York University, 1967; Ann Arbor, Michigan: University Microfilms International,

6515175); Thomas Howard McGuire, The Piano Works of Charles Koechlin (1867-1950) (Ph.D.

dissertation, University of North Carolina, 1975; Ann Arbor, Michigan: University Microfilms

International, 7609266).
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The purpose of this study, then, is to define the French sonatina of the twentieth

century, to expose those works which are most suitable for concert performances, and to

provide a resource for teachers and performers.

Research for this paper involved three steps. First, publication information for

scores and books was gathered from several sources: reference books of the piano,

publishers' catalogs and advertisements, and library databases. Due to the culture and

language common to France and Belguim, composers from both countries were included in

the research. Second, scores of sonatinas were then acquired by purchase or through the

interlibrary loan system. Of the seventy-five scores available to the author, five advanced-

level piano sonatinas of the twentieth century were chosen as the best of those by French

composers, in attractiveness and compositional craftsmanship: Maurice Ravel's Sonatine

(1905), Maurice Emmanuel's Sonatine VI (1926), Nod Gallon's Sonatine (1931),

Alexandre Tansman's Troisieme Sonatine (1933), and Jean-Michel Damase's Sonatine

(1991). Third, the five works were analyzed, with a focus on compositional techniques

used to create unity in the work.

Chapter II presents a brief history of the sonatina, with particular attention given to

the sonatina in France, and background information on each of the five composers.

Chapters III through VII are each devoted to an analytical discussion of one of the five

sonatinas. Conclusions based on the analyses are given in Chapter VIII. Appendices

include an annotated listing, by composer, of all French sonatinas which were involved in

the research and a selected discography.

The results of this investigation indicate that the French sonatina of the twentieth

century contains compositional features not found in the traditional models and remains a

largely untapped resource of performance material.



CHAPTER II

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE FRENCH SONATINA

The five sonatinas examined are rooted in the traditions of late-nineteenth-century

France. To understand more completely the context in which the chosen works were

composed, a brief, general summary of the history of the sonatina is presented herein,

including those works published in the nineteenth century by French composers. A

discussion of the five composers is also included to provide biographical data and infor-

mation pertinent to the creation of each work under examination.

The sonatina for solo keyboard has a fascinating history, particularly in its

relationship to the sonata and the trends that each genre represented. In their respective

studies, Janelle Ganey and Kathy Jo Edsill CharlesI provide historical summaries of the

development of the sonatina, based primarily on Gerhard Puchelt's Lob der Sonatine and

William Newman's series of three books concerning the sonata.2 These sources explain

succinctly the history of the sonatina, for which there is no need for duplication in this

study. The following discussion is intended as a generalization of the historical role of the

sonatina; the above sources should be consulted for more detailed information.

'Janelle Ganey, A Pedagogical Analysis of Solo Piano Sonatinas by North and South American

Composers, 1963-1983 (D.M.A. dissertation, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, 1985; Ann Arbor,

Michigan: University Microfilms International, 8604432), 21-51; Kathy Jo Edsill Charles, A Study of the

Contemporary Shortened Piano Sonata (Sonatina) (D.M.A. dissertation, University of Missouri - Kansas

City, 1990; Ann Arbor, Michigan: University Microfilms International, 9026054), 15-25.

kierhard Puchelt, Lob der Sonatine. Entstehung, Geschichte, und Bedeutung einer liebenverten

Spielform (Berlin: Lienau, 1981); William S.Newman, The Sonata in the Baroque Era, 3rd ed. (New York:

W. W. Norton, 1972), The Sonata in the Classic Era, 2nd ed. (New York: W. W. Norton, 1972), and The

Sonata Since Beethoven (New York: W. W. Norton, 1969).

5
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In the late-seventeeth century the instrumental sonata served two functions -- as an

introductory movement and as an independent piece. By the early-eighteenth century, the

introductory function was discarded, and the sonata was accepted widely as an independent

instrumental form. At the same time, the term "sonatina" began to indicate not only a short

sonata, but also a type of popular music usually played by amateurs.3 Other works of this

type were labelled "sonata," with additional designations such as "little" or "easy."4

Examples of this popular style include Georg Sorge's (1703-1778) three sets of six one-

movement "Sonatinen" (1735-c. 1745) dedicated to J. S. Bach, the six Sonatinas (1769) of

Andrea Lucchesi (1741-1801), C. P. E. Bach's (1714-1788) six "leichte sonaten" (1776),

and, the thirty-three one-movement sonatinas by Georg Benda (1722-1795) contained in

the Collection of Assorted Keyboard and Vocal Pieces for Skilled and Unskilled

Players, published 1780-87.5

Although in many cases the sonatina and sonata were of a similar scope in the

middle 1700s, a separation of purpose and function occured in the high Classical period of

the late 1700s.

The diminutive form "sonatina," which Kelz had used as far back as
1669, became standard with the new turn to dilettantism and pedagogy.
The term "grande sonate," used as early as 1778 in a manuscript left by
W. F. E. Bach, became the late Classical term, used somewhat
inconsistently by Beethoven and others, for a concert or virtuoso sonata,
if not merely a big one.6

Many of the piano sonatas of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven and others were beyond the

3Ganey, 23.

4Newman, The Sonata in the Classic Era, 21.

4bid., 389, 380, 423, and 436, respectively.

"William S. Newman, "Sonata," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 20 vols.,

ed. Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), XVII, 485.
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abilities of the amateurs and student; however, the musical needs of these particular con-

sumers were fulfilled by the sonatina and "little" sonata, performing dual roles as popular

music and as pedagogical material. Several examples illustrate these roles. C. P. E. Bach

(1714-1788) composed six "New Sonatinas" in 1786 and included them as a supplement to

the fourth edition of his famous Essay on the True Art of Playing Keyboard Instruments

(1787). In his Klavierschule of 1789, Daniel Gottlob Turk (1750-1830) provides for

teachers and students a list of sonatas and sonatinas in progressive order of difficulty,

beginning with two sets of his own as the easiest.8 One of the most famous "little" sonatas

in the piano repertory is W. A. Mozart's (1756-1791) Sonata in C, K. 545, which was

intended by him for beginners. The high point of sonatina writing in the Classical period

rests with the six sonatinas, Op. 36, by Muzio Clementi (1752-1832). Arranged in

progressive order of difficulty, the sonatinas accompanied his publication entitled

Introduction to the Art of Playing on the Piano Forte (1797). 10

In the nineteenth century the composition of sonatas for the virtuoso pianist and the

complexity of sonata writing further distanced the sonata and sonatina genres. William

Newman explains this situation as

the distinct dichotomy that developed in the 19th [sic] century between
sonatas designed for the concert hall and those designed for teaching.
One would be tempted to oversimplify this dichotomy by calling it
"grande sonate" versus "petite sonatine," or large-scale and difficult
versus diminutive and easy ... But the real dichotomy is one more of kind
than of degree. It is the dichotomy of new style versus old style. When
Clementi wrote his delightful sonatinas, their lightness, efficiency,

?Newman, The Sonata in the Classic Era, 417.

lbid., 50.

9F. E. Kirby, A Short History of Keyboard Music (New York: Free Press, 1966), 199.

'0Leon Plantinga, "Muzio Clementi," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 20

vols., ed. Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), IV, 488.
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naivety, and characteristic idioms were inherent in the current Classic
language. When the Romantic composers continued to employ the same
styles, with little or no modernization, in their teaching sonatas or
sonatinas, all the way from Kuhlau to Nicolai von Wilm, they were
perpetuating a language and idioms that were no longer current at all."

The complex and emotional sonatas of Beethoven, Schubert, Chopin, Schumann and

others were created for artists who had the superior technical and musical training to

understand them and who could express them effectively to concert audiences. The style of

the sonatina, however, generally remained the same as it had been from the middle and late

1700s. Two composers who published many representative sonatinas during this period

are Anton Diabelli (1781-1858) and Friedrich Kuhlau (1786-1832). In fact, the latter's

works are commonly used by piano teachers today.

In France, the sonata and sonatina in a distinctively French style did not appear until

very late in the nineteenth century.1 Certainly, sonatinas continued to be composed

throughout the century, influenced by the traditional classical style; in 1835, Paris had

approximately 20,000 piano teachers for a population of approximately 800,000, which

implies a large market of amateur pianists in need of instructional music and materials.

Along with the swell of nationalistic pride occuring throughout Europe in the

middle- and late-nineteenth century, composers who had been trained in their native France

sought a unique voice in music -- one which reflected the order, refinement, tastes, and

character of the French people. Charles Henri Valentin Alkan's (1813-1888) Sonatine,

Op. 61, published in Paris in 1861 appears to be the first French sonatina written for the

"Newman, The Sonata Since Beethoven, 64.

'Ianey, 33-35.

'3 See the chapters concerning sonata composition in France in Newman, The Sonata Since

Beethoven, 461-556.

'4 Puchelt, 15.
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advanced pianist.1 Thirty-five pages in length in the recent 1985 edition,'6 Alkan's work

contains a number of technical and musical challenges which place it above the pedagogic

sonatina. Although not a Frenchman by birth, Stephen Heller (1813-88), settled

permanently in Paris in 1838. His many compositions for piano solo include three late

sonatinas Op. 146, Op. 147 and Op. 148 published in 1878-79.'7 Another work entitled

Petite Sonate dans la forme classique, Op. 9 (1880), was composed by one of the most

influential musical figures in French history, Vincent d'Indy (1851-1931), a co-founder of

the Schola Cantorum in 1894.18 From the limited number of examples, it can be inferred

that the sonatina as a form was not important to the nineteenth-century French composers.

At the turn of the century, French composers began to re-evaluate the need for

formal structure in their works. Alvan Cazedessus, in his study on contemporary

sonatinas, stated:

The return to classical form to give order to modern dissonance
manifested itself early in the twentieth century as a reaction to wandering
romantic chromaticism. The smaller forms seemed more appropriate in
reaction to the bigness of so many late-nineteenth-century works.19

In France, clarity of form became an important aspiration for many composers -- a view

that is discussed more fully by Eleanor Anne Carlson in her study of Maurice Emmanuel's

I5 ugh McDonald, "Alkan, Charles Henri Valentin," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and

Musicians, 20 vols., ed. Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), 1,263. Newman claims that it was

published posthumously by Costallat in 1900. See Newman, The Sonata Since Beethoven, 502-503.

"Charles Henri Valentin Alkan, Sonatine, Op. 61, new ed. by F. M. Delaborde and Isodor Philipp
(Paris: Billaudot, [1985]).

17Newman, The Sonata Since Beethoven, 499.

Iqbid., 535.

19Alvan D. Cazedessus, The Study and Performance of Selected Contemporary Piano Sonatinas

(D.M.A. dissertation, Columbia University, 1967; Ann Arbor, Michigan: University Microfilms

International, 688975), 6.
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six sonatinas.

The value of clear formalistic features was recognized by a significant
group of French composers active around the turn of the century. While
Cdsar Franck and various composers associated with the Schola Cantorum
were largely responsible for disseminating this point of view, intellectuals
such as Emmanuel found themselves attracted to it quite naturally.20

One of the five composers included in this study, Alexandre Tansman, explained his

attitude of the importance of form in composition, a statement that is worth quoting in full.

The development of musical composition goes more and more to the
melodic outline, which after all is the basis of the music, the melody being
shaped by its rhythmic design. The harmony remains as always a
temporary means of expressing the musical idea; and the constructive
element of form, unfortunately so often neglected in our time, is of
primary importance. It does not matter if the form is classical, or a
derivation from classicism; but it has to be present, seriously worked out.
In my last works, I take very great pains with my constructive element
without which, I feel, music remains improvisation rather than art 2 1

Tansman's criticism, albeit implied, of the "neglect" of form could be directed either toward

the excesses of late-nineteenth-century romanticism or toward the experimental techniques

of the early-twentieth century. In Tansman's mind, a definite, clear structure is important

for the promotion of the melodic outline, the central element of a composition.

The "sonatina" seemed to be well-suited to the needs of French composers: it

contained the solidity of the basic sonata structure, while the content was adaptable to the

pecularities of French culture, as explained in the following statement by Isaie Disenhaus:

Sonatinas were disdained by the great romantic composers, but made a
forceful comeback by the end of the 19th [sic] century, thanks namely to

20Eleanor Anne Carlson, Maurice Emmanuel and the Six Sonatines for Piano (D.M.A.

dissertation, Boston University School of Fine and Applied Arts, 1979; Ann Arbor, Michigan: University

Microfilms International, 7420471), 148-149.

2 Alexandre Tansman, quoted in David Ewen, Composers Since 1900: A Biographical and Critical

Guide (New York: H. H. Wilson, 1969), 577.
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Sibelius and Busoni. Their ambitions may have been more purely artistic
than Clementi's and this loftiness may have contributed to a slightly less
favourable commercial result. Then came the French Sonatina at the
beginning of the century. The wittiest people on earth, with their taste for
understatement, delicate passions and verbal pirouette, could not fail to
develop a musical genre so obviously proud of its lack of pretension. 22

The sonatina lacked the profundity and academic rigor associated with traditional sonata

composition, which was at that time primarily of Austrian and German descent; yet, it

offered a concise and flexible form that could accommodate various compositional styles.

Thus, the sonatina as a genre appealed to the musical and formal sensibilities of many

French composers and, as suggested by the limited number of pre-twentieth-century

French sonatinas, offered more opportunities for exploration. It was not until the

publication of Ravel's Sonatine that French composers began to understand more fully the

possibilities latent in the sonatina genre.

MAURICE RAVEL

The Sonatine (1903-5) of Maurice Ravel is a pivotal work in the sonatina genre in

France. Due to its position as one of the first great piano sonatinas of the twentieth

century, it elevated the sonatina in France as a genre more serious and demanding than the

"easy" pedagogical type of its predecessors. Many French sonatinas of the twentieth

century have elements in common with Ravel's work motivic ostinato; a homophonic

texture, in which a soprano melody is supported by an active accompaniment; and melodic

fragmentation, in which thematic parts are extracted from a melody. These common

elements appear as well in several of the sonatinas included in this study.

IIsaie Disenhaus, liner notes for Sonatines Frangaises pour le Piano (1905-1930), performed by
Daniel Blumenthal (Cybelia CY849, 1989), 4.
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Born in 1875 in Ciboure, Ravel lived most of his life in Paris. His musical

studies began at the age of six with Henry Ghys (1839-1908) on piano and Charles-Ren6

harmony, counterpoint and composition. In 1889-1895, he attended the Paris

Conservatory, where he entered studies in piano with Eugene Anthiume and Charles de

B6riot (1833-1914) and in harmony and counterpoint with Emile Pessard (1843-1917).

After a two-year absence, he returned to the Conservatory in 1897-1900 to study

counterpoint and orchestration with Andr6 G6dalge (1856-1926) and composition with

Gabriel Faur6 (1845-1924). Although his reputation with the public was already

established by piano works such as the Minuet antique (1895) and the Pavane pour une

infante defuncte (1899), Ravel produced during the first decade of the twentieth century a

series of piano masterpieces: Jeux d'eau (1901), Sonatine (1903-5), Miroirs (1905) and

Gaspard de la nuit (1908). He died in 1937 after an unsuccessful brain operation.

The first movement of the Sonatine was composed in 1903 for a composition

competition.2 Arthur Bles, founder of an Anglo-French magazine Weekly Critical

Review in Paris, announced a competition for the best first movement of a piano sonatina,

with a first prize of one hundred francs. M. D. Calvocoressi encouraged Ravel to enter,

which he did. Unfortunately, the competition was cancelled because of mounting financial

bills for the magazine. The only entry was Ravel's, which, incidentally, was two bars

longer than the maximum seventy-five bars.

2Biographical information is summarized from the following two sources except where noted: A

Ravel Reader: Correspondence, Articles, Interviews, comp. and ed. Arbie Orenstein (New Yorlc

Columbia University Press, 1990), 29-37; and G. W. Hopkins, "Ravel, Maurice," The New Grove

Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ed. Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), XV, 610-

621.

MNo specific reference to "Charles-Rend" was found by this writer; it probably refers to Charles-

Henri-Rent Boisdeffre (1838-1906).

2Victor I. Seroff, Maurice Ravel (New York: Henry Holt, 1953), 86-87.
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The first hearing of this work occured in Paris, June 16, 1904, when Ravel played

the first movement at the home of Cypa Godebski. Ricardo Vifies, the Catalan pianist who

premiered many of Debussy's and Ravel's works, recorded in his diary that "it pleased us

very much." The second and third movements of the Sonatine were added in 1905, with

the first public performances in Lyon, March 10, 1906 by Paule de Lestang2 7 and in Paris,

March 31, 1906 by Gabriel Grovlez at the National Society of Music.

Concerning the third movement of the Sonatine, Norman Demuth summarizes his

view in the following statement:

This movement is the weakest of the three. Apart from the dazzling
scurry and the effervescence of the player's technique, it has little to
commend it; but, as a whole, the work is a perfect sonatina. Its slender
material, its deft touch, its exquisite verve and grace all serve to make it a
model of its kind... In the realm of the sonatina we can think of no other
work which fits the limited frame so well. 9

This assessment, while admitting the "perfection" of the whole, does not recognize the

importance of the third movement in creating unity in the work- Ravel utilizes several

compositional techniques to link material within the third movement as well as with the

preceeding movements. These techniques are analyzed and discussed in Chapter III.

26"Le journal in6dit de Ricardo Vifles: Maurice Ravel," ed. Nina Gubisch, Revue internationale de

musique frangaise 2 (June 1980), 202.

27Arbie Orenstein, Ravel: Man and Musician (New York: Columbia University Press, 1975),

224.

28Seroff, 87.

2Norman Demuth, Ravel (London: J. M. Dent and Sons, 1947), 60.
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MAURICE EMMANUEL

Although he is remembered primarily as a professor of music history, Maurice

Emmanuel contributed six sonatinas to the piano repertoire which chronicle his stylistic

development He was born in the Burgundian town of Bar-sur-Aube in 1862 and, at the

age of four or five, moved with his family to Beaune, where he developed an interest in

folk song and liturgy that continued throughout his life. His formal composition studies

began in 1880 with Leo Delibes at the Paris Conservatory. Due to philosophical and

musical differences with his teacher, Emmanuel left him and worked privately under Ernest

Guirand (1837-1892), a move that brought him in contact with another Guirand pupil

named Claude Debussy in the years 1889-1890. Emmanuel's interests in folk song and

liturgy resulted in the exploration of medieval modes and free rhythms. Additional studies

in ancient civilizations, classic literature and art history led to a thesis on ancient Greek

dance, for which he received a doctoral degree in 1896. After holding various posts, he

replaced Bourgault-Ducoudray in 1909 as lecturer in music history at the Conservatory, a

position he held until his retirement in 1936. He died in Paris two years later.

Emmanuel's compositions include works for the stage, chamber music, vocal and

piano music. The six sonatinas for piano reflect varied sources of inspiration. The

Sonatine bourguignonne (1893) is based on the melody played on the Burgundian

carillons at Dijon and Beaune. Composed four years later, the Sonatine pastorale contains

musical imitations of nature. These first two sonatinas were published later in 1923 and

30Carlson, vii.

3 Biographical information is summarized from the following two sources except where noted:

Robert Orledge, "Emmanuel, Maurice," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ed.

Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), VI, 154-155; "Biographie de Maurice Emmanuel", Revue

musicale 206 (1947), 123.
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1925, respectively.3 Published in 1920 were the Sonatine III and the Sonatine IV sur

des modes Hindous, based on several Hindu modes. The last two sonatinas were

published in 1926: the Sonatine V alla francese is reminiscent of the Baroque dance suite,

while the Sonatine VI is a mature, abstract work.

In a letter to the pianist Isidor Philipp, Emmanuel described frustration that his

sonatinas had not gained acceptance.

I was naive to believe that they furnish something in the genre not
unimportant. Indeed, the last four are difficult, very difficult even, and
the label 'Sonatine' masks the merchandise. But there are now a number
of virtuosos, and when I think that I heard them only one time (the 3rd
and 6th by Yvonne Lef6bure, the 4th and 5th by Robert Casadesus) and
no one has revived them, I wonder for what reson the music is unplayed.
The first two,though more accessible, are not better known by the public.
I was able to observe, in a unique hearing which was given me of these
little works, that the public enjoyed them. I have even the commendation
of the critics, who were able to give me some hope... "Macache":
persistent silence.33

In spite of performances by artists such as Yvonne Lef6bure and Robert Casadesus, the

sonatinas have not entered the standard repertoire; this seems surprising in light of the fifth

and sixth sonatinas, which "in their different ways they both find an appropriate context in

the neo-classical enthusiasms of so much French music of the Twenties, including that of

Ravel.' Perhaps Emmanuel recognized the popularity of many neoclassic works and felt

32Norman Demuth, French Piano Music: A Survey with Notes on Its Performance (London:

Museum Press, 1959), 129.

33Maurice Emmanuel to Isidor Philipp, 5 September, 1934 in "Maurice Emmanuel et son temps

(1862-1938): Lettre in6dites," ed. Frank Emmanuel, Revue International de Musique Frangaise 11 (June

1983), 77-78. The slang word "macache" is of Arabic origin and has several possible translations: "not at

all," "nothing," or "no way." See "Macache," Dictionnaire alphabitique et analogique de la langue

franfaise, new edition by Paul Robert (Paris: Le Robert, 1981).

34Jim Samson, review of Maurice Emmauel: Sonatine Bourguignonne; Sonatine Pastorale;

Sonatine II; Sonatine IV sur des modes Hindous; Sonatine Frangaise; Sonatine VI performed by Peter

Jacobs (piano) (Aspen Music PEN 504D, [1988]), Tempo 166 (Sept. 1988), 55.
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that these last two belonged in that category.

An evaluation of Emmanuel's compositional abilities comes from Jim Samson, in

his review of a recording of the sonatinas: 'This is music of real quality, distinguished by

an impeccable craftsmanship and a quirky originality which is at the same time never

allowed to disturb the overall sense of poise and elegance., Another author states that

"there were three influences behind Emmanuel's work: the music of ancient Greece,

plainsong and folksong. Unifying these influences was the idea of modality, common to

them all."36 A well-planned structure, creative and unusual thematic material, and modal

writing are strong features in the piano sonatinas. An excellent example of all these traits as

well as "his generally fluid style"3 7 is the third movement of Sonatine VI, discussed more

fully in Chapter IV.

NOEL GALLON

Nodl Gallon (1891-1966) was first taught music by his mother, who was a

38
professor of piano. While attending the Paris Conservatory, he studied piano with Isidor

Philipp (1863-1958) and Edouard Risler (1873-1929), solfege with Paul Rougnon,

harmony with Albert Lavignac (1846-1916), counterpoint and fugue with Georges

Caussade (1873-1936), and composition with Charles Lenepveu (1840-1910). His

35 Ibid.

3Ronald Stevenson, "Maurice Emmanuel: A Belated Apologia," Music & Letters 40/2 (April

1959), 159.

3"Carlson, 134.

18Biographical information is summarized from the following two sources except where noted:

Alain Louvier, "Gallon, NoEl," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ed.

Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), VII, 130; and "Nod-Gallon," Courrier Musical de France 17

(1967), 51.
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compositional interests led him to Henri Rabaud (1873-1949), with whom he developed a

close friendship. The faculty of the Conservatory awarded him the Prix de Rome at the age

of 19, in recognition of his exceptional compositional skills. In 1920 Gallon was

appointed teacher of solfege at the Conservatoire and, in 1926, succeeded Andr6 G6dalge

(1856-1926) as professor of counterpoint and fugue. His publications include an opera, a

ballet, a concerto for wind trio, chamber music, songs, and piano music as well as a Traitd

de contrepoint (1964), co-authored with the composer Marcel Bitsch (b. 1921).

His first published composition involving piano was the Fantasie for Piano and

Orchestra (1909). His piano solo works divide into groups that correspond with the time

periods 1927-1932 and 1948-1960. The first group contains Zer an diskouiz (1927),

Sonatine (1931), and Pour un arbre de Noel(1932). The second group consists of

Rondo classique (1948), Toccata, intermezzo et capriccio (1951), Etudes progressives

(1953), 10 Preludes (1953) and Sonata brve (1960).39 Additional piano works, for

which publication dates have not been found by this writer, include Fleurs de Neige,

Prilude et Offrande, Tout en Canon,'" and three collections of easy teaching pieces: Le

Livre de mes Petits Amis, Pages Enfantines, and Six Rcrdations sur la position des

cinq doigts.i

39C&cile Tourbier, "La sonate pour piano en France apres 1945," in Revue International de

Musique Frangaise 15 (Nov. 1984): Le piano frangais au XXe siecle, ed. Daniel Pistone (Paris: Slatkine,

1984), 82.

"'These three works are listed, respectively, in the following sources: Stanley Butler, Guide to the

Best in Contemporary Piano Music: An Annotated List of Graded Solo Piano Music Published Since

1950, 2 vols. (Metuchen, New Jersey: Scarecrow Press, 1973), 120; Lucette Descaves, "La musique pour

piano," in Revue musicale 316/317: La face cache de la musique frangaise contemporaine, ed. Jacques

Chailley (Paris: 1978), 127; Maurice Hinson, Guide to the Pianist's Repertoire, 2nd ed. (Bloomington

and Indianapolis, IN: Indiana University Press, 1994), 306.

4'Christian Manen, "La musique pour enfants," in Revue musicale 316/317: La face cache de la

musique franfaise contemporaine, ed. Jacques Chailley (Paris: 1978), 155.
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In her article on French piano music, Lucette Descaves states that "the fame of

Notl-Gallon as a professor has made us forget that he wrote a number of [piano] pieces,

excellent for study, technique and musicianship." As shown in Chapter V, the well-

constructed Sonatine, firmly descended from nineteenth-century compositional practices,

reveals his skill in thematic manipulation, contrapuntal writing, and cyclic relationships.

ALEXANDRE TANSMAN

Although of Polish origin, Alexandre Tansman (1897-1986) contributed many

works to the French piano repertoire. Bom in L6dz, he first studied piano, harmony,

counterpoint at the L6dz Conservatory (1902- 1914);' additional studies in counterpoint,

form, composition were completed with Piotr Rytel (1884-1970) in Warsaw. He moved to

Paris in 1919, where he made contact with Ravel, Roland-Manuel, Darius Milhaud and

Arthur Honegger. His works were favorably received in the United States during his first

tour in 1927 with the Boston Symphony Orchestra and Serge Koussevitzky. Like many

other European musicians displaced by World War II, Tansman lived in the United States

and composed music for films until the end of the war, when he returned to France. In

1977 he received the honor of election to the Royal Academy of Sciences, Letters, and

Beaux-Arts in Belgium."

A prolific composer, Tansman wrote operas, ballets, symphonic works, concertos,

42Descaves, 127.

43 Biographical information is summarized from the following source except where noted: Anne

Girardot, "Tansman, Alexandre," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ed.

Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), XVIII, 566.

"[)avid Ewen, Composers Since 1900: First Supplement (New York: H. H. Wilson, 1981), 299.
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45
and works for choir, chamber ensembles, voice and piano. There are six works for piano

and orchestra, including two concertos (1925 and 1926), Concertino (1933), Fantaisie

(1937), Concertstlck for left hand alone (1942), and Partita (1944). The solo piano

pieces are too numerous to list here; a representative sampling includes five sonatas, three

sonatinas, four volumes of Intermezzi (1940), three ballades (1940), Suite varicfe (1954),

and two collections of pieces for children, Pour les enfants in four volumes (1933) and

Pour les jeunes in eight volumes (1939).

Numerous composers influenced Tansman's musical style. "Tansman's earliest

Parisian music was composed under the influences of Chopin, Stravinsky and Ravel, but

by the early 1920s he was writing pieces of a more individual lyricism and melancholy."

He shared ideas with other composers and gained constructive criticism. One such

criticism came from Ravel, as told later by Tansman:

"When I showed my Sonatine for piano [No. 1, 1923] to Ravel, he told
me, 'You could make five pieces. It has too many melodies.' So here in
France I learned self-control, not to abuse my natural gifts."47

Tansman refined his compositional craft as a result of the friendly artistic environment in

which he lived.

The context of the Troisieme Sonatine (1933) must include a brief discussion of

the influence of jazz. "'Everyone was influenced by jazz in the 20s: Stravinsky, Ravel,

Milhaud. George Gershwin came to one of my concerts in Boston in 1927 and liked it

4Tbe works listed are taken from Claude Chamfray, "Alexandre Tansman (chronology)," Courrier

Musical de France 63 (1978), 119.

4Girardot, 566.

4Alexandre Tansman, quoted in Lorraine bngle Butterfield, "Alexandre Tansman and the Golden

Era of Paris," Clavier 29/5 (May-June 1990), 19.
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very much.' " Several of Tansman's piano works utilize jazz harmonies and rhythms.

His first success in this area was the Sonatine Transatlantique (1930), based on popular

dances of the time period. This work was performed by a number of artists, including

Walter Gieseking, who premiered it in the United States.4 9 In fact, "the Sonatine

Transatlantique (No. 2) ... was always one of Tansman's most popular works ... and he

fully absorbed the techniques of jazz. But, like Milhaud, he then turned to other things,

allowing the jazz influence to fructify [sic] quietly beneath the surface." The assimilation

of jazz into his classical style is apparent three years later in Troisieme Sonatine, in which

jazz chord structures and syncopation are an integral part of the first movement, discussed

further in Chapter VI.

JEAN-MICHEL DAMASE

The pianist and composer Jean-Michel Damase was born in 1928 in Bordeaux. 5 1

The son of French harpist Micheline Kahn, Damase studied piano with Alfred Cortot

(1877-1962) at the Icole Normale de Musique for one year and later with Armand Fert6

(1881-1973) at the Paris Conservatory, where he earned a unanimous first prize in piano in

1943. Other professors he worked under were Henri BUsser (1872-1973) for composition

and Marcel Dupr6 (1886-1971) for harmony and counterpoint. He was awarded the Prix

de Rome for his cantata Et la belle se rdveilla.

9Ibid.

Thwen, Composers Since 1900: A Biographical and Critical Guide , 577.

-0Roger Nichols, liner notes for Alexandre Tansman: Piano Sonatas and Sonatinas, Suite Varite,

performed by Daniel Blumenthal (Etcetera KTC 2021, 1992), 4-5.

5 Biographical information is summarized from the following source except where noted: Anne
Girardot, "Damase, Jean-Michel," The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 20 vols., ed.

Stanley Sadie (London: Macmillan, 1980), V, 170.
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Damase's compositional output includes operas, ballets, concertos, chamber music,

vocal and harp music.s2 His interest in writing works for the latter can be attributed to his

mother's playing. For the piano, there are two concertos (1949 and 1962) and a number of

solo works including Mouvement perpdtuel (1949), Sonata (1952), Fieries (1957),

Rapsodie de printemps (1959), and Intermezzo (1959), which was the "morceau de

concours du Conservatoire" for that year. Two pieces, the Tarentelle and Carillon, were

published in a multi-composer collection entitled Pieces de Concert (1967). The

Sonatine was published in 1991. Damase has written for less advanced pianists as well: at

the intermediate level are the Pastorale and L'art de ddlier les doigtsM while two pieces

entitled Promenade and L'insecte are for children. 5 5

The musical style of Damase has been described as "very charming"M and

"attractive and elegant, remaining close to the traditions of the Conservatoire." His

primary influences are his teachers, Btisser and Duprd, while Descaves also considers him

to be a musical descendent of classic Faur6 ("classiques faur6ens"). Another composer

"The works listed are taken primarily from: Claude Chamfray, "Jean-Michel Damase
(chronology)," Courrier Musical de France 18 (1967), 115-117; and Claude Chamfray, "Additions aux
biographies: Jean-Michel Damase," Courrier Musical de France 39 (1972), 164.

2 Pieces de Concert (Paris: Rideau Rouge, 1967). The collection also contains two works each

by Pierre Max Dubois and Jean Guillou.

54Pastorale appears in volume I of Les contemporains, 4 vols., ed. Lucette Descaves (Paris:

Billaudot, 1950-52); Vart de dilier les doigts appears in Nouveaux musiciens, 3 vols., ed. Lucette
Descaves (Paris: Choudens, 1965-70).

ssManen, 154.

%Descaves, "La musique pour piano," 129.

57Girardot, "Damase, Jean-Michel," 170.

N)escaves, "La musique pour piano," 129.
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who influenced Damase was Erik Satie. In his survey of twentieth-century French

music, David Drew wrote a negative evaluation of Damase, "whose music combines, most

distastefully, the catch-phrases of Frangaix and Poulenc with those of commercial

kitsch.9" This criticism is typical of many non-French authors, whose view of the French

contribution to twentieth-century music is limited to only those works which represent

"progress"' in music. In contrast to this view, French authors, such as Girardot and

Descaves quoted above, value well-written pieces that exhibit certain French traits, even

though the works are less progressive. The Sonatine, published near the close of the

twentieth century, exemplifies this type of classical writing, particularly in the combination

of motivic and cyclic techniques with fluid melodic material. An analysis of the third

movement is presented in Chapter VII.

flenri Gil-Marchex, "Le langage pianistique des compositeurs franqais," Revue Musicale 226
(1955), 185.

*David Drew, "Modem French Music," in European Music in the Twentieth Century, ed.

Howard Hartog (New York: Praeger Paperbacks, 1957), 272.



CHAPTER I11

ANALYSIS OF THE THIRD MOVE ff OF SONA TINE BY MAURICE RAVEL

Maurice Ravel's Sonatine (1905) is a model of neo-classical writing for piano. The

use of traditional structures, the conciseness of thought, and the economy of material merge

to form a small work which is widely acclaimed as a masterpiece. Pianists and audiences

alike enjoy the elegant melodies and emotional nuances, yet they may not realize the superb

craftsmanship which underscores the work.

Several terms, as used in this paper, need to be clarified. The term "motive" refers

here to the pitches of a short melodic figure, which lasts usually for one or two beats. The

term "theme" signifies a complete, musical thought. The terms "cyclic" and "cyclicism"

refer to the recurrence of material from an earlier movement.

Formal description of the respective movements in Ravel's Sonatine are: a sonata

form, an ABCAB form, and a sonata form. A diagram of the last movement is shown in

Example 1. The form follows closely the sonata model. Of particular interest are the third

and fourth statements of the first theme in the recapitulation and the extension of the closing

theme in the coda. The ambiguous harmony of the second theme is discussed later in this

chapter.

The third movement of the Sonatine exhibits several compositional techniques

which unify the entire work. The first technique is the use of motives to provide a common

thread through much of the melodic writing, while the second technique, cyclicism,

connects the movement with the earlier two movements. The importance of motivic unity
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Example 1. Ravel, Sonatine, diagram of form of Movement III.

section Exposition Development

theme 1 (1) 2 Closing (1) (1) (2)
measure 1 18 37 54 60 64 83 95

tonal center F# B (E) A A A F# B

section Recapitulation Coda

theme 1 (1) (1) (1) 2 Closing (Closing)
measure 106 113 120 127 140 157 162
tonal center E E C# F# (C#) F# F#

and of cyclic quotation have been acknowledged by many authors, particularly in the

detailed analyses by Charlene Harb McDonald and Edwin Smith;' yet, the cyclic

relationships of the themes have not been fully explored. The third technique is melodic

fragmentation, in which the motives used in some sections seem to emerge from the

successive repetitions of thematic statements. The following discussion of the third

movement summarizes the use of motives, examines the cyclic relationships of the themes,

and shows the process of melodic fragmentation.

MOTIVIC UNITY

An understanding of the motivic manipulation occuring in the third movement

necessitates a brief study of the opening theme from Movement I, shown in Example 2.

Three motives, labelled a, b, and c, appear throughout the entire sonatina. Motive a

'Charlene Harb McDonald, 'Trends in Selected Piano Sonatas of the First Quarter of the

Twentieth Century: Formal Processes and Pianism" (D.M.A. dissertation, Indiana University, 1978); Edwin

Smith, "Ravel: Sonatine (set by the London Board)" Music Teacher 55 (Mar. 1976), 13-15.
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Example 2. Ravel, Sonatine, Movement 1, mm. 1-4, beginning of the first theme.

C

Fw ai rF1IR -H R 4 art

C 1905 Durand S.A. Editions Musicales
Editions A.R.I.M.A. & Durand S.A. Editions Musicales

Joint Publication
Used by Permission of the Publisher

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

features a downward perfect-fourth interval F#-C# and is the most prominent of the three.

An elision of the last note of the theme with a restatement of the theme results in

G#-F#-C#, designated as motive b; by adding the G# to the other two notes, motive b

becomes a derivative of motive a. Motive c, which has the fewest occurences, stresses the

major-third interval G#-E-G#.

The first theme of Movement III begins with an ascending perfect-fourth C#-F#, an

inversion of motive a. (Example 3) The quick rhythm and upward interval of the motive

are maintained in successive note groups, as the highest pitch descends and ascends

through the notes F#-E-D#-E-F#. The end of the theme presents two occurences of motive

b in inversion, E-F#-C# in measure eight and B-C#-G# in measures 9-10, the original

perfect-fourth interval expanded to a perfect-fifth. Motive c occurs immediately after the

first theme. (Example 4) The major-third interval appears first in measure twelve, next in

measure fourteen, and finally in measure sixteen followed by a contraction of the motive to

a minor-third interval. Measures 12-17 serve as a transition to a restatement of the first
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Example 3. Ravel, Sonatine'. Movement 1111, mm. 4-10, melody of the first theme.

a
A Ji

AD IL T1 a I ILI AL ff

TI I sty N AD

ta

191

AN IL TI

1905 Durand S.A. Editions Musicales
Editions A.R.I.M.A. & Durand S.A. Editions Musicales

Joint Publication
Used by Permission of the Publisher

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

Example 4. Ravel, Sonatine, Movement Ill, mm. 12-17, motivic manipulation in the
first theme transition.

C
r7--_ 1 I

I. ~~~~ ~ ~ F Ii I I I I i I

qwI I

C 1905 Durand S.A. Editions Musicales
Editions A.R.I.M.A. & Durand S.A. Editions Musicales

Joint Publication
Used by Permission of the Publisher

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

theme beginning in measure eighteen.

A few additional examples will suffice to show the prevalence of motives. Motive

a, in particular, permeates much of the melodic writing, including both the second and

closing themes. Excerpts from these themes are given in Example 5. As discussed earlier,

motive b is also exploited.

4) - ---- Wr qw lw I



Example 5. Ravel, Sonatine, Movement III, excerpts using motive a

a) measure 37, beginning of the second theme.

b) measures 47-48, ending of the second theme.

c) measure 54, beginning of the closing theme.

if

I I I

26

I
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d) measures 162-163, beginning of the coda.

trs rmarqui

@1905 Durand S.A. Editions Musicales
Editions A.R.I.M.A. & Durand S.A. Editions Musicales

Joint Publication
Used by Permission of the Publisher

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

Example 6 presents selections from several parts of the third movement that contain motive

b. Thus, the motives are present in all three of the themes, in transitional passages, in the

development, and in the coda.

Example 6. Ravel, Sonatine, Movement III, excerpts using motive b.

a) measure 33, excerpt from the transition to the second theme

A 11f I rr IJLit Ifull
F -- - 11

IF a

I
I I-TI

i

I
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b) measure 60, beginning of the development

c) measures 103-105, ending of the development

I a Av - -0 r~o" nmTF

b

d) measures 137-139, transition to the second theme in the recapitulation

Un pen retenu . .1 . .w .M .

- - -- LI... . . di1 ml=11
- ~~ - n miiMI

w I T7.1- -

12

%/1905 Durand S.A. Editions Musicales
Editions A.R.I.M.A. & Durand S.A. Editions Musicales

Joint Publication
Used by Permission of the Publisher

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company
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CY CLICISM

Given the everpresent condition of motivic manipulation, it is not surprising that

cyclic elements are present in the Sonatine. Although a few thematic similarities are easily

recognized, the relationships of the themes are more complex. In the third movement, the

opening statement of the first theme shows no direct quotation of thematic material; the use

of the three motives connects the third movement to the first movement. The second

statement in measures 18-23, however, includes a countermelody based on motive b.

Example 7 shows an excerpt from measures 18-19. The countermelody, which begins on

the C# in the right hand, continues through the notes B-FI-F#-A-B in the left hand and

Example 7. Ravel, Sonadine, Movement III, measures 18-19, excerpt of the first theme
with a countermelody.

-T 4 F I
ALIk- F M-- ' D_ __odO40 4Id

@195 Durand S.A. Editions Musicales
Editions A.R.I.M.A. & Durand S.A. Editions Musicales

Joint Publication
Used by Permission of the Publisher

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

repeats twice more in the following measures. Its predecessor is found in the second

movement. (Example 8) The notes F-Eb-Db-Bb-Db-Eb in the tenor voice are transposed
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Example 8. Ravel, Sonatine, Movement II, measures 23-26, excerpt from the first section
with a countermelody.

1 U.i {A

@)1905 Durand S.A. Editions Musicales
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identically to the third movement with the exception of the third note F#, which anticipates

the lowest pitch of the pattern. In both movements the countermelody, using motive b,

supports the main theme.

In the second theme of Movement III, several factors suggest cyclicism, in that

elements of all three themes from Movement I are combined. Example 9 shows measures

37-38 of the second theme. This theme is a slightly varied quotation of the first theme of

Movement I, as seen in comparison to Example 2 presented earlier.

The harmony of the second theme begins on the note E and moves through several

implied tonal areas before arriving on an A-major chord for the closing theme. This

perhaps represents a disguise of a dominant-tonic relationship, as if Ravel substituted a

dominant tonal area for the second theme before resolving to the implied tonic. A similar

situation occurs in the second theme from Movement I. (Example 10) The harmony in the

accompaniment fluctuates, beginning with major triads on the roots D-C#-E; the
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Example 9. Ravel, Sonatine, Movement III, measures 37-38, beginning of the second
theme including a cyclic statement from the second theme of Movement I.
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Example 10. Ravel, Sonatine, Movement 1, measures 13-16, beginning of the second
theme using a general harmonic plan similar to the second theme of Movement III.

A
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ambiguousness of the tonal area is finally decided in measure twenty-two with a thirteenth-

chord on E functioning as a dominant to the A-major tonality of the closing theme.

I I
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An additional harmonic similarity of the second theme of Movement III exists with

the closing theme of Movement I, presented in Example 11. One interpretation of the

Example 11. Ravel, Sonatine, Movement I, measures 23-25, beginning of the closing
theme with harmonic movement used in the second theme of Movement III.
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second chord is an E-minor-seventh chord in first inversion; if the second chord is

interpreted instead as a G-major chord with an added major-sixth interval, then a correlation

with the second theme of Movement III occurs. The strong bass movement of A to G in

the Movement I excerpt corresponds to the strong bass movement of E to D in the

Movement III excerpt. In fact, the thematic and harmonic relationships between the

movements extend to the presentation of the second theme in the recapitulation as well.

Thus, a study of the second theme of Movement III reveals connections to the first,

second, and closing themes of the first movement.

The closing theme of the third movement also exhibits cyclic qualities with

Movement I. Shown in Example 12 are measures 54-55 of the closing theme. The melody

relates closely to the second theme and, hence, to the first theme of Movement I, the

primary difference being the octave transposition of the last two notes. The left hand

TI
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Example 12. Ravel, Sonatine, Movement III, measures 54-55, beginning of the closing
theme with cyclic element from the first theme of Movement I.

iris marquis
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contains a planing of major chords, of which the roots descend using a whole-tone scale

from A to Db; the beginning chord movement of A-major to G-major (with an added E in

the melody) is the same as those that begin the closing theme of Movement I, shown earlier

in Example 11.

This comparison of closing themes can be extended to the recapitulations of

Movements I and III, given in Example 13. In measures 83-84 of the first movement, the

Example 13. Ravel, Sonatine, comparison of harmonic progression.

a) Movement I, measures 83-84, excerpt of the recapitulation of the closing theme.
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b) Movement Ill, measures 157-161, recapitulation of the closing theme.
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major chord root movement F#-E is expanded to include a chord on D; the resulting

progression F#-E-D is duplicated in measures 157-161 of the third movement and

emphasized further in the coda. McDonald hints at an additional manifestation of this

descending sequence of three chords: the second theme appears in measures 95-105 of the

development using B-minor, A-minor and G-minor harmonic centers.2 Thus, the three

themes of Movement III are closely related to the three themes of Movement 1, with the

additional connection of the first theme to Movement II. The use of cyclicism creates an

even stronger sense of cohesiveness in this work.

2Mcl)onald, 48.
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MELODIC FRAGMENTATION

Commenting on Ravel's stylistic processes, McDonald states that "the unity [of the

Sonatine] is further enhanced by Ravel's precise control over figuration: what often begins

as a mere figure is transformed into a motive, and vice versa."3 This intriguing suggestion

is followed by one quote and one example, without further explanation, due to the

limitations of her document.

A study of the Sonatine reveals many instances of this process, more accurately

designated as melodic fragmentation. In successive repetitions of a melody, a reduction of

notes occurs until a few notes, often two or three, remain; the effect is of a motive

emerging from within a melody. Beethoven was one of the first composers to exploit this

device, particularly in the first movement of his Symphony No. 5 and the finale of the

Piano Concerto No. 4. Whereas Beethoven used melodic fragmentation to develop

themes, Ravel used it to highlight motives.

Although the focus of this analysis is the third movement, the first two movements

each contain an important example of melodic fragmentation. The end of the first theme in

Movement I provides the first example, with brackets indicating the phrase sub-groupings.

(Example 14) In measure seven, the circled notes C#-B-G# correspond to a contraction of

motive b within a four-beat group. An additional note occurs in the motive statement in

measure nine, part of a three-beat group. Crossing the barlines in measures 9-10 and 10-

11 are two-beat groups, with only the leading notes F# and A and the motive remaining.

Finally, the rhythmic groups in measures 11-12 are reduced to one beat containing the

motive. Thus, the fragmentation of the melody, beginning in measures 6-7, leaves only the

motive in measure twelve.

Ibid., 42.
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Example 14. Ravel, Sonatine, Movement I, measures 6-12, melodic fragmentation in the
first theme melody.
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In Movement 1I the section which preceeds the return of the A section material

provides the second example. (Example 15) The melody in the right hand is a cyclic

quotation of the first theme of Movement I, presented simultaneously with melodic

augmentation in the left hand. Although this counterpoint is impressive, the fragmentation

process is more important. In the right hand of measures 39-40, motive a, the descending

C#-G#, begins the two-measure quote, which is repeated. A rhythmically altered version

of the quote continues in measures 45-48, with emphasis on the C#. In measures 49-52

the melody has been reduced to the motive. The left hand, in measures 45-48, alternates

motives b and a before settling on the former in measures 49-52. Using enharmonic

spellings, motive a in the right hand and motive b in the left hand continue through the

return of the opening material in measures 53-54. In this brief section the composer has

created a cyclic quotation from the first movement that melts into the main theme of the

second movement.

------------
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Example 15. Ravel, Sonatine, Movement II, measures 39-54, melodic fragmentation in

the transition to the return of the main theme.
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The second theme of Movement 111 contains not only instances of motivic unity and

cyclicism but also of melodic fragmentation; in fact, the entire section demonstrates this

process. The melody of the second theme is given in Example 16, with brackets indicating

the phrases. Three measures long, the first phrase presents the quotation in each measure,

beginning with motive a. The second phrase repeats the material of the first, transposed

and slightly altered. Next, a two-measure phrase and its repetition quickens the appear-

ances of the motive, until it occurs as a two-beat figure in measures 47-53, which is the end

of the section.

In a similar manner the closing theme, shown in Example 17, incorporates the

fragmentation process, only much more quickly. Like the process in the second theme,

motive a emerges from the cyclic quotations in measures 54-55 to establish the notes A-E in
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Example 16. Ravel, Sonatine, Movement III, measures 37-48, motivic manipulation in
the second theme.
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Example 17. Ravel, Sonatine, Movement III, measures 54-60, motivic manipulation in
the closing theme.

-----
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four successive statements. By adding the note G in measure sixty, a version of motive b

is formed that serves as an ostinato for much of the development section. Thus, melodic

fragmentation creates a smooth and natural transition from the closing theme to the

development.

The concept of melodic fragmentation occuring throughout a section applies as well

to the recapitulation of the first theme. The first phrase of seven measures length begins in

measure 106, as shown in Example 18. The stability of the theme based on motive a in the

Example 18. Ravel, Sonatine, Movement III, measures 105-113, first phrase of the
first theme in the recapitulation.

Retenu - - a Tempo
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right hand and of the countermelody based on motive b in the left hand is suddenly

interrupted by two measures of motive b. Incidentally, the first phrase is harmonically

related to the second theme by the descending whole step relationship of the E and D

chords. Next are two repetitions of this seven-measure phrase. Starting in measure 127, a
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five-measure phrase and a three-measure phrase increase the rhythmic impulse toward the

fortissimo climax in measure 135. (Example 19) It seems that motives a and b, after

Example 19. Ravel, Sonatine, Movement 1II, measures 126-136, motivic manipulation
in the second and third phrases of the first theme in the recapitulation.
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having a dialogue in the first three phrases, are in conflict during the last two phrases; the

conflict resolves with the apparent victory of motive b in measures 135-139. In each of the

examples given, the motive begins as a part of a theme and emerges near the end of a

section.
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Sonatine is a marvelous work of compositional unity. The motives derived from

the first theme are present in the main themes of each movement as well as in other

passages. Since the motives are integrated into the texture of each passage, the unity

created at this level is subtle. In fact, the pervasiveness of the motives enhances the

cyclicism, which is particularly evident in the third movement- the three themes are related

both thematically and harmonically to those of the earlier two movements. Occurring in the

first and second movements and in all three themes of Movement III, the process of

melodic fragmentation gives additional emphasis to the motives. Ravel's use of these three

compositional techniques creates a strong, coherent structure and a unity of material within

the traditional sonatina scheme.



CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF THE THIRD MOVEMENT OF

SONA TINE VI BY MAURICE EMMANUEL

Perhaps the most sophisticated of his six sonatinas for piano, Sonatine VI (1926)

by Maurice Emmanuel exemplifies his approach to writing abstract piano music. His

explorations of melody, harmony, rhythm and form in the first five sonatinas led to a

conciseness and economy of material in the sixth sonatina, particularly in the reuse of

thematic and harmonic elements.

While the second movement of the sixth sonatina consists of a ternary (ABA) form,

the forms of both the first and third movements are less clear. In both instances the

presence of a second theme in a contrasting key implies a sonata form; however, this

conclusion would be questionable due to the extremely limited role of the second theme in

the third section and, consequently, the lack of an established secondary tonal center.

Thus, the more appropriate choice for the first and third movements is a ternary form. The

structure for Movement III is given in Example 20. The A section consists of two

statements of the first theme and a brief transition to the next section. Section B presents

the more lyrical second theme and its derivative, the third theme. The A'" section restates

the first theme and short excerpts of the other two themes as well as material derived from

the two themes of the first movement. Finally, the coda contains portions of all these

themes ingeniously combined into a powerful ending.

42
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Example 20. Emmanuel, Sonatine VI, form of Movement 111.

The following discussion of the third movement focuses on the thematic material

and how it is used to create unity within the movement as well as within the entire work.

First, the three themes given in sections A and B will be analyzed to determine their salient

features. Second, an investigation of the A' and coda sections will reveal Emmanuel's

handling of the restatements of the three themes and of the cyclic treatment of the

Movement I themes.

The first theme, in measures 1-7, contains unison writing in sixteenth notes, as

shown in Example 21. With a tonal center of A and a primary interval of a third, the theme

rises nearly three octaves from the note A at the beginning to G# in measure seven. In

measures 7-8, the descending thirds, labeled x in the diagram, emphasize the interval of a

third and connect the first and second statements of the theme; the importance of x will be

seen in the study of the coda. In measures 9-10 the sixteenth-note pattern begins on beat

one, thus being rhythmically shifted one sixteenth note earlier than the pattern in measure

section A B A

measure 1 7 9 21 37 48 52 63 75 81 85 93 99 101 104 106 108

theme or 1lx 1 2 (2) (2) 3 3' (1) x 1 (1) (2) (3) (2)
quotation 1/2 I/

section coda

measure 110 112 116 119 121 126 128 135. 148

theme or (2) (1) x' (3) x' I x
quotation 1/2 1/fig. 1/1
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Example 21. Emmanuel, Sonatine VI, Movement IIl, measures 1-15, excerpt from the
first theme.

6 Prestocon ruoco
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one. This causes a different set of notes to be heard on the strong beats, creating variety in

the harmonic implications of the melody.

The second theme, which begins the B section, provides a sharp contrast to the first

theme. As shown in Example 22, an octave melody in the left hand is accompanied by a

sixteenth-note pattern in the right hand. The melody is based on the Phrygian scale mode

of G#; this case of modal melody is not surprising given Emmanuel's research into ancient

and medieval music and his prior compositional use of such modes. The accompaniment in

measures 2 1-22 utilizes three notes of a G# -minor triad alternating with four notes of a
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Example 22.. Emmanuel, Sonatine VI, Movement Ill, measures 21-25, excerpt from the

second theme.

01926 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used by Permission
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distantly-related C-major chord, which creates a seven note rhythmic pattern in sixteenth

notes against the eight sixteenth-note pulses available in the measure. A different -

accompaniment pattern emerges in measures 23-24: repeated notes on Dt occur beneath

four notes D#-G#-D#-G# in the upper voice. All three of these elements -- the Phrygian

melody, the alternating chords, and the repeating-note example -- are manipulated

throughout the rest of the movement.

The third theme of the third movement appears to evolve from the second theme,

yet is perhaps more lyrical. (Example 23) The melody resembles the shape and dotted-

rhythm character of the second theme, while the left-hand accompaniment changes to a

sharply staccato triplet rhythm. Although the triplet groups in the accompaniment outline

many major and minor triads, the harmonic progression appears to be arbitrarily chosen

and unrelated to the melody. Both the ambiguous harmony of this passage and the

subsequent appearances of the third theme warrant its status as independent thematic

material.
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Example 23. Emmanuel, Sonatine VI, Movement Ill, measures 52-58, excerpt from
the beginning of the third theme.
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Thus, each of the three themes has distinctive features. The first theme consists of

rapidly rising and falling patterns of sixteenth notes, using pitches that are diatonic to the

key of A -major. The second theme has a Phrygian melody in the bass accompanied by the

alternation of two remote chords. The third theme is presented as a melody in parallel

thirds with unusual supporting harmonies played as staccato triplets. The variety of

material in the three themes contribute to the diversity and originality of the movement.

Having stated the three themes in the A and B sections, the third movement uses the

A' and coda sections to restate these themes and to quote material from the first movement.

Although the transition from the B section to the A' section is obscured by the presence of

material resembling the first theme, the A' section begins in measure eighty-five due to both

the return to the tonic, A -major, and an exact statement of the first theme sixteenth-note

figuration. The first difference between the A and A' sections occurs in measures 92-98,

shown in Example 24. Similar to measures 9-10, the immediate restatement of the first

" I , ' " , - , - - , " No -- - ,$-- - -- -- ----
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Example 24. Emmanuel, Sonatine VI, Movement III, measures 92-98, beginning of the
restatement of first theme.

1926 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used by Permission

Sole Agent U.SA., Theodore Presser Company

theme in measures 92-98 is again rhythmically shifted, now by two sixteenth notes earlier

than the original. Emmanuel highlights this difference by adding tenuto marks to the notes

occurring on the downbeat of each measure; the resulting stresses imply harmonies

different from the original version.

The remainder of the A' section consists of short excerpts of various material in

rapid succession. (Example 25) In measures 99-100, the sixteenth-note figuration of the

first theme restatement flows into the second theme accompaniment of alternating chords,

specifically, C -major and CO -minor. Immediately following in measures 101-103 is an

excerpt of the third theme, an almost exact transposition of measures 56-58. The Phrygian

melody of the second theme appears next in measures 104-105.

2111101 --
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Example 25. Emmanuel, Sonatine VI, Movement III, measures 99-109, end of the A'
section including restatement of Movement III themes and cyclic elements from
Movement I.
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The cyclic element of the sonatina makes its first appearance in measures 106-107

with an excerpt of the second theme arpeggios of the first movement. (Example 26) The

common elements in the excerpts are the sustained melodic note at the beginning and the

sixteenth-note pattern, which descends to a sustained bass note and then ascends. The final

measures of the A' section contain a transposed version of the opening of the first

movement. (Example 27) Beginning in measure 2, the melodic fragment F#-E-B-F# and

the accompanying complex chord are transposed down a minor second; in fact, the

amm wo"m
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Example 26. Emmanuel, Sonatine VI, Movement 1, measures 15-17, excerpt of the

second theme showing an arpeggiated pattern.

V 1926 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used by Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

Example 27. Emmanuel, Sonatine VI, Movement I, measures 1-3, beginning of the
first theme.

Scherzando

D1926 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used by Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

composer also includes the fermata, which emphasizes further the cyclic nature. The effect

of the A' section of the third movement is to build tension through the concise restatement

of important material and to suspend this tension through the sudden stop occurring on the

material which opens the sonatina.
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Example 28. Emmanuel, Sonatine VI, Movement 1II, measures 108-127, first part of
the coda.
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The coda continues the rapid juxtaposition of thematic material begun in the A'

section. The first part, shown in Example 28, begins in measure 110 with a whole-tone

scale and leads to another cyclic statement of the second theme arpeggios from the first

movement. The legato quality and chromatic intervals of the arpeggios changes to the

staccato quality and diatonic intervals of the first theme in measures 116-118. Next, the

descending pattern of the x motive provides a transition to the staccato triplets of the third

theme in measures 121-125. The x motive in measures 126-127 brackets the third theme

statement and, by continuing the triplet rhythm, connects it with the next part.

The second part, marked Prestissimo, maintains the triplet rhythm while utilizing

material other than the third theme, as illustrated in Example 29. The note pattern, altered

Example 29. Emmanuel, Sonatine VI, Movement III, measures 128-132, second part of
the coda using the pitches of the first theme and the rhythm of the third theme.

3

1926 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used by Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

by the triplet rhythm and by the re-ordering of groups of notes, is easily identifiable with

the first theme, as shown by a comparison with Example 21 given earlier.

The next cyclic element occurs in measures 135-139 of the third movement.

(Example 30) The pitches used in this example are exact copies of material from the first
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Example 30. Emmanuel, Sonatine VI, Movement III, measures 135-139, excerpt of
the coda including cyclic presentation of pitches from the closing material of
Movement 1.
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movement. For instance, measures 135-137 are a duplication of measures 92-93 of the

first movement. (Example 31) The tenor voice presents the notes in a rapid sixteenth-note

Example 31. Emmanuel, Sonatine VI, Movement 1, measures 92-93, excerpt of the
closing material of Movement I.

1926 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used by Permission

Sole Agent U.SA., Theodore Presser Company

pattern. Measures 137-139 of the third movement contain a duplication of measures 88-89

of the first movement, beginning on the note E. (Example 32) The use in the coda of two

instances of ending material from the first movement provides an additional aspect of unity

between the first and third movements.

Tj
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Example 32. Emmanuel, Sonatine VI, Movement 1, measures 88-89, excerpt of the
closing material of Movement I.

01926 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used by Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

The quotations from the first movement are followed by material in measures 140-

141 resembling the second theme, shown in Example 33. The B-major and D-major

Example 33. Emmanuel, Sonatine VI, Movement III, measures 140-141, excerpt of the
coda involving harmonic similarity with the second theme.

33
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triads imply the alternating chords and syncopated rhythm of the right-hand accompani-

ment, shown previously in Example 22.

Finally, the last four measures of the third movement contain a pattern of eighth

notes descending by thirds. (Example 34) The descending motion and intervals of thirds
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Example 34. Emmanuel, Sonatine VI, Movement 111, measures 148-151, excerpt of the
coda involving cyclic presentation of pitches from the first theme of Movement I.

A A;
C)1926 Editions Henry Lemoine

Used by Permission
Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

resemble the x motive of measures 7-8. The notes can be found in the whole-tone scale E-

F#-G#(Ab)-Bb-C-D; those in measures 148-149 match closely the pitch and octave

placement of the notes in measure three of the first movement. (Example 35) The G# in

Example 35. Emmanuel, Sonatine VI, Movement I, measure 3, beginning of the
first theme.

D1926 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used by Permission
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measure 148 replaces the G of the chord, while the Ab in measure 149 replaces the A#.

Measure 150 contains a repetition of the notes used in measures 148-149, leading to the

final V-I cadence of the notes E and A.

The most important features of the third movement of the Sonatine VI by Emmanuel

occur in the A' and coda sections. The composer shows exceptional skill in presenting

concisely his ideas while smoothly connecting the varied themes. The restatement of

themes within the third movement lends unity to the movement, while the quotation of

material from the first movement provides unity to the entire work.



CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS OF THE THIRD MOVEMENT OF SONA TINE BY NOSL GALLON

The Sonatine, published in 1931, recalls the language and style of nineteenth-

century composition. In his dissertation on contemporary piano sonatinas, Alvan

Cazedessus makes this annotation concerning Gallon's work: "Though written in the third

decade of the present century, the harmonies in this beautiful piece, which is well written

for piano, are very much like those of Faurd."' Faur6's influence can be heard as well in

some of the fluid melodic writing. More striking to this author, however, are the arched

melodies, chromatic harmonies, textural complexities and unifying techniques which recall

the musical style of Ctsar Franck.

The formal structures of the Sonatine include the following: a sonata form first

movement; a mono-thematic, modified ABA form second movement; and a sonata form

third movement Similar to the classical sonatina model, the sonata form of the last

movement consists of an exposition, a development, a recapitulalion and a coda, shown in

Example 36. The three sections of the exposition contain, respectively, the first, second

and closing themes. Both the first and second themes have double periods, each period

having an arch shape in both melody and dynamics. The shorter closing theme consists of

four statements of a two measure idea, involving abrupt harmonic changes each measure

beneath a repeating motivic figure.

Alvan D. Cazedessus, The Study and Performance of Selected Contemporary Piano Sonatinas
(D.M.A. dissertation, Columbia University, 1967; Ann Arbor, Michigan: University Microfilms
International, 688975), 20.

56
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Example 36. Gallon, Sonatine, form of Movement III.

section exposition development recapitulation coda

theme 1 2 closing 1 2 1 1 2 closing (1)

measure 1 39 65 73 121 147 171 193 221 227

The development contains three sections of thematic material. The first section

(measures 73-120) presents statements of the first theme in an arch form, the harmonic and

textural high point occurring in measure 89. Also in an arch form is the second section

(measures 121-146), containing material from the second theme. The re-transition to the

recapitulation occurs in the last section (measures 147-170), which builds from piano to

fortissimo.

The recapitulation, recalling the exposition, states the first period of the first theme,

both periods of the second theme, and the closing material. The primary difference is the

omission of the second period of the first theme. The coda, based on the first theme,

provides a final flourish of rhythmical activity.

The following discussion of the third movement presents an analysis of the three

important features that differentiate this Sonatine from the traditional sonatina model. The

first feature is a simple motive that unifies the movement. The second feature is the use of

counter melodies that add interest to the two themes. The last feature is cyclicism, in which

thematic material from the first two movements appears in the third movement.

MOTIVIC UNITY

The element that pervades and unifies the third movement is a three-note motive

presented in the opening. The melody of the first theme is shown in Example 37. Defined
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Example 37. Gallon, Sonatine, Movement III, measures 1-18, motivic occurrences of
the melody of the first theme.

I W---& F 1T 1UJ1TIV

A.9

"193I Editions Alphonse Leduc
Used By Permission

as three notes containing the intervals of a downward minor third and an upward perfect

fourth, the motive appears in the first three notes, E-C#-F#, and in its immediate repetition

in measures 2-3. The figure F#-E-B in measures 3-4 continue in a gesture similar to the

motive. A tranposed statement of the first four measures occurs in measures 5-8. A more

subtle use of the motive is the B-A-F group in measure nine and the B-A-F# group in

measure eleven; this particular version of the motive, in which the notes descend from

highest to lowest, figures prominently in several additional locations in the movement. The

original motive reappears in measures 13-14 with a major-third interval substituting for the

minor-third interval (C#-A-D). The successive repetitions are connected by the first and

last notes, D-B-E and E-C#-F#. The group F#-D-A in measures 15-16 can be considered

an expansion of the perfect fourth to a perfect fifth interval. The final occurrence in the first

theme of the motive is A-Fe-B in measures 1&-17, at the climax of the first period.
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The harmonic context shows the melody supported by a rapid sixteenth-note

figuration, as shown in Example 38. Although the lowest sounding notes in the left hand

Example 38. Gallon, Sonatine, Movement III, measures 1-18, , first period of the
first theme.

Allegro animato (-144).-

.1931 Editions Alphonse Leduc
Used By Permission

possibly imply a countermelody, the composer did not indicate it as a separate voice. The

A-G#-F#-G# pattern in the first four measures, however, creates harmonic ambiguity, in

which the harmony appears to oscillate between A-major and its relative minor, F#-minor.

in measures 5-8 the reference to D-major is much clearer. This ambiguity returns in
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measures 9-10; a mode change to a D-minor seventh chord seems to meld into its relative

major, F-major. A chromatic shift upward to F#-minor in measures 11-12 prepares a

cadential pattern in D-major, consisting of the chord sequence I-ii-V7-!, in measure 13-16.

The melodic and harmonic climax is reached in measure 17 on a dominant harmony of A,

more specifically, an E dominant ninth chord. The period ends in harmonic ambiguity,

with measure 18 containing an F-major harmony followed by either a G dominant ninth

chord or a half-diminished seventh chord on B. An argument could be made for either of

these two chords, depending on whether the note G is considered a chord tone; in fact, the

composer seems to consider them as having the same function, that is, to connect the

distantly related F major to the tonic A major. By considering the F, G and B as chords

borrowed from the minor mode of A, the chord progression could be explained as VII-

VII1 9-I (if G is the root of the second chord) or VII-ii$7 -I (if B is the root of the second

chord). In either case, the ambiguous harmony leads to the tonic A major. To summarize,

the overall harmonic plan for this first period is a traditional I-IV-V scheme, with two

excursions in the IV area and a softening of the dominant V at the end.

The second period of the first theme, as shown in Example 39, is strikingly

different from the initial period and serves as a transition to the second theme. The three-

note motive is present at the beginning of this thematic restatement and, in its reordered

descending version in measures 25, 27 and 29, connects the short scalar figures of the

theme. The climax of this period in measures 31-36 contains melodic figures that are also

derived from the descending three-note motive. Although obscured by their presentation as

two-note slurs, the notes are grouped G-F-D, D-C-A, A-G-E, E-D-B, and B-A-F. What

appears to be separate note pairs are actually integral occurrences of the unifying motive.
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Example 39. Gallon, Sonatine, Movement 111, measures 19-25, excerpt from the
second period of the first theme.

A' 17

1931 Editions Alphonse Leduc
Used By Permission

The most noticeable aspect of this second-period material is the presence of the

countermelody in the lowest voice. In contrast to the notation of the first period, the

composer uses a separate voice part to indicate the importance of this countermelody.

Initially, two voices are given in the left hand; however, these seem to sustain the harmony

rather than function as individuals parts. The countermelody becomes clear beginning in

measure twenty-three and continues in a stepwise motion to measure 31. The descending

four-note scale E-D-C-B, played four times in measures 31-39, cleverly disguises a version

of the descending three-note motive, by inserting the note C as a passing tone in the motive

E-D-B. The end of the second period, thus, contains the motive in both the upper-voice

melody and the lowest-voice countermelody.

The notes of the countermelody, along with the rapid sixteenth-note figuration in

the middle voice, have strong harmonic implications as well. Changes in harmony occur

every two measures, from measure nineteen to the climax in measure thirty-one. More

qj
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specifically, the chord of A major is followed by the closely related key of F minor, which

is then succeeded by a B dominant ninth chord and an E-major chord -- a standard

progression through the circle of fifths. Measures 27-28 present a half-diminished seventh

chord on E#, which functions as a passing harmony from E major to the G major of

measures 29-30. The latter is changed in measures 31-38 to a dominant harmony, with

two valid interpretations: either a G dominant ninth chord or a half-diminished seventh

chord on B. This has the same harmonic ending as that of the first period. Although not

all subsequent periods contain identical harmonies, the periods are distinguished by clear

harmonies at the outset and ambiguous harmonies at the end.

In summary, the second period of the first theme resembles the first period in its

extensive use of the three-note motive and its ending on the same harmony. The primary

differences are the presence of a countermelody in the lowest voice and a sequence of more

chromatic harmonies.

Motivic unity is continued throughout all three sections of the development -- the

first (measures 73-120) using the first theme, the second (measures 121-146) containing

material from the second theme, and the third (measures 147-170) functioning as a re-

transition to the recapitulation. The first section contains the fragmentation of the first

theme into smaller units, arriving ultimately at the three-note motive discussed previously.

In measures 73-88, the initial eight measures of the first theme are stated twice, followed in

measures 89-104 by a statement of the beginning of the theme, now reduced to its four

measures, combined with its ninth and tenth measures. The reduction is simplified further

by focusing on the latter figure, with emphasis on the syncopated three-note pattern of

eighth note, quarter note and eighth note. Finally, these statements lead to the motive C-

Bb-G, a transposition of the descending motive, which serves as an ostinato accompani-
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ment beneath the statements of the second theme in section two. In fact, this motive is

present throughout the entire second section. An excerpt, given in Example 40, from the

end of section one and beginning of section two reveals this process. A historic example of

Example 40. Gallon, Sonadine, Movement 111, measures 109-12:3, fragmentation of
theme 1 leading to statements of theme 2 with an ostinato figure.

dim--nuten -- do lo
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P1931 Editions Alphonse Leduc
Used By Pernission

this ostinato can be found in the second movement of Ravel's Sonatine (1905), as

illustrated in Example 41. The C-Bb-G motive in Gallon's work is a transposition of the

C#-B-G# in Ravel's piece. There is no documented evidence that Gallon copied Ravel.

i
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melody, beginning in measure 147, remains rhythmically unaltered, the changes in

harmony occur every three beats instead of the original two beats. The aural confusion

caused by this situation serves to increase the tension of the section, resulting in a dramatic

release at the recapitulation. Thus, the motive is seen in various contexts in the develop-

ment: as the result of thematic fragmentation, as an ostinato accompaniment to a melody,

and as part of a melody above an altered harmonic rhythm.

Both the recapitulation and the coda use the motive as part of the first theme

statements. Since the manipulation of the motive in the recapitulation is the same as that of

the exposition, the following discussion is limited to the coda, as shown in Example 43.

Unlike the coda of the traditional sonatina form, which serves as a simple extension to the

final cadence, the fifteen-measure coda beginning in measure 227 is more complex. The

three-note motive is found in the melody of the first eight measures, which are based on the

first theme. The additional upward leaps of perfect-fourth and perfect-fifth intervals could

be considered extensions of the perfect fourth within the motive. Simultaneously, the bass

line moves every two measures: in the first eight measures, it descends through the notes

D#-C#-C-B-Bb before arriving at low A; in the last seven measures, the perfect fifth A-E is

played four times, each successively an octave higher. Thus, in the first eight measures,

the ascending melody and the descending bass move contrarily to each other; in the last

seven measures, the ascending bass and the overall texture of this passage rise from the

middle range of the piano to the high range. The coda thus provides a final flourish for the

recapitulation as well as the entire movement.

The motive, defined as three notes such that two notes occur a perfect fourth and a

minor third above the third note, unifies the third movement by its use in several contexts.

In the exposition, the first theme area utilizes the motive both as repetitions within the

melody and as a concluding figure in the countermelody. In the development, the
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Example 43. Gallon, Sonatine, Movement 1II, measures 225-241, motivic manipulation
in the coda.

Trnando poco P00
- I

1931 Editions Alphonse Leduc
Used By Permission

fragmentation of the first theme leads to the motive as an ostinato accompaniment beneath

the second theme, while a harmonic cross-rhythm accompanies the motive and first theme

in the re-transition to the recapitulation. The motive has its final appearances in the
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recapitulation and the coda, reminding the listener of its importance throughout the

movement.

COUNTERPOINT

The second feature that distinguishes Gallon's Sonatine from the traditional

sonatina model is its use of counter melodies. The first instance is the left-hand counter-

melody in the second period of the first theme, mentioned above in the discussion of

Example 39; its presence continues in the first theme restatements in the development and

recapitulation. The second instance, illustrated earlier in Example 40, occurs in the second

section of the development, in which the ostinato pattern of the three-note motive also

serves as a countermelody to successive statements of the second theme.

A more advanced technique is exemplified in the recapitulation. The second period

of the second theme, shown in Example 44, contains the melody in the upper voice in

measure 209 and a canon at the octave, entering one measure later in the tenor voice. The

canon remains intact to measure 216, at which point the tenor voice becomes imitative at a

minor third interval. These devices of canon and close imitation within a sonata movement

derive directly from nineteenth-century composition, possibly modeled after works such as

Franck's Sonatafor Violin and Piano. The addition of counter melodies to the primary

thematic material thus adds complexity to the traditional texture of melody with

accompaniment and signifies a greater weight and sophistication than found in the

traditional mold.

CYCLICISM

The last feature of the sonatina to be discussed is cyclicism, that is, the recurrence

of material between movements. Two themes in the third movement are intimately related
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Example 44. Gallon, Sonatine, Movement 1II, measures 208-220, second statement
of second theme in canon between soprano and tenor voices.

a Tempo

in POCO marum v

1931 Editions Alphonse Leduc
Used By Permission

to the two of the first movement, while the closing theme is similar to the ending material of

the second movement. In the first theme, the initial three-note motive comprising a

downward third followed by an upward fourth is derived directly from the second theme of

Movement I, as shown in Example 45. The motive is notable for its interval leaps within a
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Example 45. Gallon, Sonatine, Movement 1, measures 17-2 1, excerpt from the second
theme containing the three-note motive.

A 6f IwU

1931 Editions Alphonse Leduc
Used By Permission

theme of primarily stepwise motion as well as its occurrence at the climax of the period.

The extensive use of this motive in the third movement has been documented in the earlier

discussion on motivic unity.

The second theme of the third movement is related to the first theme of the first

movement, as shown in Example 46. A comparison of the two excerpts reveals an

example of thematic transformation, in which the melody of the former is altered both by a

change of mode and by an augmentation of rhythm into the latter form.

Example 46. Gallon, Sonatine, thematic transformation from Movement I to
Movement III.

a) Movement 1, measures 1-2, beginning of first theme

AIe~giero ___
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b) Movement 1II, measures 39-42, beginning of second theme

1931 Editions Alphonse Leduc
Used By Permission

The final example of cyclicism occurs in the closing theme of the third movement,

which contains an interesting instance of quotation and modification of the ending material

of the second movement. (Example 47) Melodically, the motive G-G#-G-E is the same in

Example 47. Gallon, Sonatine, material from Movement II appearing as a cyclic quotation
in Movement III.

a) Movement I, measures 147-154, ending

.-- - - espress. -

Molto rit
P ----- es press
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b) Movement III, measures 64-72, excerpt of the closing theme

1931 Editions Alphonse Leduc
Used By Permission

both excerpts, since G# and Ab are enharmonic. Harmonically, the excerpts are similar,

alternating minor/major chords based on E and dominant-seventh chords, with or without

the added minor ninth. Most importantly, the majority of each set of chords are similar,

with only the chords based on C and G being unique. Considering that the A# and Bb

chords are enharmonic equivalents, the reversed order of the C'# and A# harmonies again

obscures an otherwise clear reference to the previous movement.

Thus, cyclic elements occur in the primary three themes of the third movement.

The motive of the first theme can be found in the second theme of the first movement,

while the second theme of the third movement begins with a transformation of the first

theme of the first movement. By reversing the order in the last movement of this thematic

material from the first, Gallon further obscures these references. The quotation of the

----- --------------- --
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ending of the second movement as the closing theme of the third demonstrates a more direct

technique for achieving unity; yet, the slight modifications in harmonic order provide

contrast All three themes in the third movement -- the first, second and closing themes --

are based on material occurring in previous movements. Their transformation brings about

a kind of unity that might not be obvious on first examination.



CHAPTER VI

ANALYSIS OF THE FIRST MOVEMENT OF TROISIEME SONA TINE

BY ALEXANDRE TANSMAN

Troisieme Sonatine (1933) by Alexandre Tansman contains his best piano writing

in the sonatina genre. The conciseness of the forms and the integration of classical and jazz

styles indicate a level of sophistication and maturity not found in the earlier two sonatinas.

Whereas the second sonatina consists essentially of popular dances of the 1920s, the third

sonatina incorporates the rhythmic and harmonic elements of jazz within the fabric of a

classical work.

The three independent movements of the Troisieme Sonatine are entitled

"Pastorale," "Hymne," and "Rondo." Chosen for analysis was the first movement, since

it alone utilizes the jazz features. The structure, shown in Example 48, is an ABA'"BA

rondo form. Although the form appears to imply a certain redundancy of material, the

contrasting

Example 48. Tansman, Troisieme Sonatine, form of Movement I.

section A (transition) B A' B (transition) A coda

measure 1 13 27 37 44 52 66 76

themes of the A and B sections and the interest of the transitional sections provide much

variety. The movement has a pleasing and restful effect, as aptly suggested by its title.

73
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Unity in Movement I is achieved by several means, namely, chromatic lines in the

inner voices, chromatic harmonic patterns, and syncopated rhythmic patterns. The

following discussion will trace these three features through the sections of the movement.

The A section of the first movement begins, as shown in Example 49, with two

important phrases. The first phrase in measures 1-3 contains a harmonic context that is

Example 49. Tansman, Troisienme Sonatine, Movement I, measures 1-6, beginning
of section A.

Anie ( 80
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D 1933 Editions Max Eschig

Used By Permission
Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

rather simple: a tonic Ab7 in measure one, followed in measure two by a IV chord and a

secondary dominant chord (V 7/vi), which resolves to the vi chord on the downbeat of

measure three. Although measure one has no recognizable melodic line, a rising figure is

implied by the upward motion of the writing. The diatonic melody in the soprano of

measure two is joined by a chromatic alto line, which serves to support the lyrical character

of the melody and to provide interest to the otherwise simple writing.
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Measures 3-5 contain a combination of chromatic harmonies and syncopation. A

descending sequence of dominant-seventh chords, with a pedal tone in the melody, begins

on beat three of measure three, using the roots E-Eb-D-C#-C. The planing of chords

through chromatic root movement will be evident elsewhere in the movement. Also

occurring in this phrase is the first of two syncopated rhythmic patterns. Starting on beat

three of measure three, the groups of three eighth notes create a compound rhythm against

the duple rhythm of the time signature, temporarily altering the sense of the beat. This

phrase is one of only two instances in which a chromatic harmonic line and rhythmic

syncopation are presented simultaneously. Thus, all three features are utilized within the

first five measures, establishing early their importance to the movement.

The transition from section A to section B contains further manipulation of the

features. An excerpt from measures 15-18 is shown in Example 50. The first type of

Example 50. Tansman, Troisieme Sonatine, Movement 1, measures 15-18, syncopated
rhythms and chromatic harmonies in the transition to section B.

0 1933 Editions Max Eschig
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

syncopation, that is, groups of three eighth notes, is varied in measures 15-16 to have the

bass notes occur on the third note rather than the first note of each group. Additionally, the

emphasis placed on the open fifth Ab-Eb in the bass reinforces the static Ab harmony. In
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measures 17-18 the left hand presents an ascending series of four dominant-seventh chords

on the root notes B-C-C#-D, while the right hand uses a descending chromatic line in the

lower voice in measure 17 and a chromatically descending series of minor triads in measure

18. The effect of the chromatic motion in measures 17-18 following the static harmony in

measures 15-16 is a sudden confusion of the tonal center, which creates an increase in

dramatic tension.

The second part of the transition reverses the order in the first part by presenting the

chromatic harmonies first and then the syncopated rhythms, as shown in Example 51.

Beginning on a G-minor chord, the root progression of the dominant-seventh chords

Example 51. Tansman, Troisime Sonatine, Movement 1, measures 21-26, chromatic
harmonies and syncopated rhythms in the transition to section B.

1933 Editions Max Eschig
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

chromatically descends Gb-F-E-Eb and arrives in measure 26 on the dominant D, leading

to the key of G minor in section B. Of special note in measures 23-25 are the dominant-
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seventh chords with a raised fourth added; these two harmonies on Eb and Ab function in

G minor similarly to a Neapolitan chord and its dominant and delay the resolution to the

dominant. Appearing again in measures 23-25 are the three-note rhythmic groups, with the

greatest emphasis placed on the first note. This version of syncopation adds weight to the

complex chords on Eb and Ab.

In sharp contrast with the rising and falling theme of section A, the theme of section

B reflects the influence of the African-American spiritual, predecessor to the blues and jazz,

to which Tansman was exposed. (Example 52) Although the notation above appears easy

Example 52. Tansman, Troisiene Sonatine, Movement I, measures 27-30, beginning
of section B.

1933 Editions Max Eschig
Used By Permission

Sole AgenW U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

to read, a revision delineating four voices reveals perhaps the voice leading that is actually

heard. (Example 53) The bass voice, with the exception of the first chord, doubles the

soprano in measures 27-28; these two parts move a minor-third interval between G and Bb.

The soprano continues this intervallic motion between D and F in measures 29-30 and ends

with a reference to the theme of section A. The alto and tenor voices exhibit chromatic

movement, ascending in the first two measures and descending in the last two measures;
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Example 53. Tansman, Troisieme Sonatine, Movement 1, rewriting of measures 27-30,
beginning of section B.

i 1933 Editions Max Eschig
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

this partially connects the B theme with the A theme. The syncopation, however, is

different. Instead of using cross-rhythms of groups of three notes, the B theme stresses

off beats, specifically, the second eighth note of beats two, three, and four in the measure.

Thus, the four-part style and this second type of syncopation distinguish the theme of the B

section.

The A' section, the shortest of the movement, also contains clear references to the

features being studied. After a two-measure statement of the first phrase from section A, a

series of syncopated chords rises into the upper treble range, as shown in Example 54.

This second type of syncopation emphasizes the off-beat chords, similar to the syncopation

of section B. After arriving on an A-minor chord (with an added ninth) in measure forty-

one, the two lower parts descend chromatically through the first two beats of measure

forty-two, showing a strong connection with the first A section. Finally, section A' ends

with chromatic harmony leading to an Emajor chord at the return of the B section. The

series of complex chords, built on the roots F-A b-Gb-F, are familiar to many listeners as

harmonic structures common in the blues, jazz and rock styles. Perhaps the easiest label

for these chords is a dominant-seventh chord with an augmented ninth; the important
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Example 54. Tansman, Troisieme Sonatine, Movement 1, measures 39-44, syncopated
rhythms and chromatic harmonies in section A'.

F1 k F KWOE.6

1933 Fditions Max Esehig
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

intervals are the presence of both the minor third and major third as well as the minor

seventh above the root. The A' section thus contains the second type of syncopation, a

chromatic motion in the inner voices, and a descending harmonic progression which leads

to the second B section.

The next section of interest is the transition in measures 52-66 from the second B

section to the last A section. A chromatic harmonic pattern occurs in measures 54-55, as

shown in Example 55, and is repeated in measures 56-57. Descending by half steps are

dominant-seventh harmonies using the roots F#-F-E-Eb. This harmonic progression leads

to a dominant-seventh pattern, which alternates for four measures between the roots D and

G#. The last phrase of the section, given in Example 56, begins with the dominant-seventh

harmony on G#, spelled enharmonically as an A b harmony. The dominant-seventh
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Example 55. Tansman, Troisieme Sonatine, Movement I, measures 54-55, descending
chromatic harmonies in the transition to the last A section.

A 4-.~

Ff7 F7  E7  E6 7

D 1933 Editions Max Eschig
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

progression proceeds Ab-A-Bb-B-C-C-D-Eb, the last being the dominant of the tonic

Example 56. Tansman, Troisieme Sonatine, Movement 1, measures 62-66, descending
chromatic harmonies in the transition to the last A section.
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Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

key Ab of measure sixty-six. Since the melody in the right hand consists of a single voice,

there is no opportunity for inner voices moving chromatically. Even more noticeable is the

lack of syncopation in this transition section, as if the composer intended to give the listener

a chance to rest from the rhythmic excitement generated in the other sections; this effect

strengthens the return of the A section in measure sixty-six.
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The brief coda, shown in Example 57, contains three parts that recall material from

several earlier sections. The first part in measures 80-81 is an expansion of measure two,

Example 57. Tansman, Troisieme Sonatine, Movement 1, measures 80-85, restatement

of material in the coda.
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shown previously in Example 49. The harmonic progression of Db-C-f chords is the

same. The right-hand melody is closely related in shape and texture to its predecessor and

includes the chromatic inner line at the end of measure eighty-one; the primary difference is

the use of syncopation in measure eighty, which resembles that found in measure fifteen of

Example 50. In the second part of the coda, the rhythmic pattern in measures 82-83

restates for only the second time the second type of syncopation, a sequence of chords

played on the off beat, heard earlier in measures 39-40. The second part ends with the

right-hand chord in measure eighty-four, underneath which is an exact occurrence of

measure one. The third part of the coda then concludes with a major-seventh chord on the
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tonic Ab. The coda thus completes the movement by ending on the same material with

which the movement began.

In the first movement of his Troisieme Sonauine, Tansman achieves unity by three

devices: two types of syncopation that provide rhythmic energy and excitement; chromatic

inner voices that add interest to the melody; and chromatic harmonic patterns that enhance

the traditional tonal harmonies. By combining jazz-like rhythms with classical sonorities,

the composer creates a refreshing and accessible movement to open the work.

NOR'



CHAPTER VII

ANALYSIS OF THE THIRD MOVEMENT OF SONA TINE

BY JEAN-MICHEL DAMASE

Although published late in the twentieth century, Sonatine (1991) by Jean-Michel

Damase recalls the mannerisms of Francis Poulenc. Particularly characteristic are the

recognizable and tuneful melodies and the tonally-based harmonic language, in which

major-ninth and minor-ninth chords are exploited. The composition is neither

philosophical or profound nor is it superficial; it has, instead, a certain simplicity which is

immediately appealing and entertaining. Damase's work provides an excellent example of

"light," French piano music.

The forms of the three movements follow the traditional sonatina model: a sonata

form for the first, a through-composed song for the second, and a modified rondo form for

the third movement. A diagram of the latter is given in Example 58. The A sections

consist of repetitions of four thematic phrases, each of which is four measures in length.

Phrases aj and a2 in succession form a longer eight-measure period. In each recurrence of

a phrase, alterations are made to provide variety and maintain interest: individual notes of

the melody are changed, while retaining the general melodic character and shape; a

harmonic progression from one phrase is substituted in another phrase as a way of

increasing or decreasing the chromaticism; and, a different accompaniment

is used to change the rhythmic energy supporting the melody.

83
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In contrast with the flowing style of the A sections is the rhythmic emphasis of the

B sections. The melody begins with a series of eighth notes, while the accompaniment

Example 58. Damase, Sonaine, form of Movement III.

section A B A

measure 1 33 45
phrase a a2 a3 a4 a1 () a a2 b (a3)a4 a4 at a2

time 2 2 2
signature 4 4 4

section C A B coda

measure 65 84 94 102 108
phrase c1 c2 c3 c2  aa4 a, b part part 2

time 3 2 2 3 4
signature 4 4 4 4 4

uses syncopated chords; all of this material is played staccato, giving a certain intensity to

the music. The rhythmic style and harmonic progressions in the B sections provide the

strongest links to Poulenc's style.

Section C returns to a lyrical style with a steady accompaniment pattern and a

simple harmonic progression within each phrase. The change in time signature to 3/4, as

indicated in Example 58, reflects the use of material from the second movement, to be

discussed at the end of this chapter.

The coda of the third movement consists of two parts. The first part, a transposed

version of material from the second movement, presents a broad, lyrical melody. The

second part uses material derived from the ending of the first movement, involving the
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entire treble range of the instrument using dramatic, broken-chord gestures.

The following discussion of the third movement presents an analysis of the two

important features that differentiate Damase's Sonatine from the traditional sonatina model.

The first feature is a simple three-note motive, manipulated in various ways, that unifies the

movement. The second feature is cyclicism, in which material from the first two

movements returns at significant formal points in the third movement.

MOTIVIC UNIFICATION

The unifying motive of the third movement appears in several guises which include

the use of serial techniques and interval alterations. The original form of the motive

consists of three notes with the interval pattern of an upward major second followed by an

upward perfect fourth. (Example 59) In addition to the original form of the motive, the

serial forms, as shown in Example 60, are present also in the movement The intervals in

Example 59. Damase, Sonatine, Movement II, intervallic presentation of the motive
in the original form.

Example 60. Damase, Sonatine, Movement III, intervallic presentation of the motive
in inversion, retrograde, and retrograde-inversion forms.

I R RI

SAfr C

each form consist of the following: for inversion', a downward major second and a
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downward perfect fourth; for retrograde, a downward perfect fourth followed by a

downward major second; and, for retrograde-inversion, an upward perfect fourth followed

by an upward major second.

Prevalent throughout the movement are three significant alterations which could be

made to each of the four forms of the motive. The first is the expansion of the second

interval in the motive, such as an upward perfect fourth expanded to an upward perfect-

fifth. (Example 61)

Example 61. Damase, Sonatine, Movement III, intervallic presentation of the original
motive with an expanded interval.

A

Contraction is the second type of alteration and occurs with both intervals of the motive.

One example is the upward perfect fourth reduced to an upward major third. (Example 62)

Example 62. Damase, Sonatine, Movement III, intervallic presentation of the original
motive with a contracted interval.

2

The final type of alteration is octave displacement of notes. Conforming to the accepted

practice in serial composition, a note of the motive can be moved to any octave without

disrupting the form of the motive. An example from the third movement includes the

intervals of a downward perfect fifth followed by an upward major second. (Example 63)
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Example 63. Damase, Sonatine, Movement III, intervallic presentation of the motive in
retrograde-inversion using octave displacement.

Ap
n k

Following the concept of octave displacement, the note C can be transposed down one

octave, which inverts the downward perfect fifth to create an upward perfect fourth. This

combination of intervals -- an upward perfect fourth and an upward major second --

matches the retrograde-inversion form of the motive.

The motive, occurring in a variety of forms, may be summarized as a succession of

two intervals in which the smaller interval is either a minor second or major second and in

which the larger interval varies from a minor third to a major sixth.

The opening A section presents several statements of the motive. Although there

are four phrases of thematic material involved in the section, only the first three use the

motive. In the a1 phrase, shown in Example 64, the motive appears twice in the original

form of F-G-C. At the end of measure two, the notes F-E-C (downward minor second and

downward major third) indicate the motive in inversion with a contracted intervals.

Measure three, similar to measure one, continues into measure four using the notes F-G-G

(upward major second and upward perfect octave), which contains the motive's original

form with an expanded larger interval.

The motive is well integrated into the descending shape of the second phrase, a2,

which is based on the chromatic scale. (Example 65) At the beginning of the phrase, three

statements of the motive's original form occur in succession, with the larger interval being

contracted each time: F-G-C, F-G-B, and F-G-Bb. The last notes of each statement --
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Example 64. Damase, Sonatine, Movement III, measures 1-4, motivic manipulation
in phrase a,.

1991 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.SA., Theodore Presser Company

Example 65. Damase, Sonatine, Movement III, measures 5-8, motivic manipulation
in phrase a2.

@1991 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

C, B, and Bb -- reveal the start of the descending chromatic scale. In measures 7-8 the

motive is shown twice in inversion with a contracted smaller interval. In the Ff-F-C

statement, the intervals are a downward minor second and a downward perfect fourth,

considering that F# and Gb are enharmonic equivalents. The last statement is the same as

the end of measure two, F-E-C (downward minor-second and downward minor-third

intervals).
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Embedded in the chromaticism of the third phrase, a3, are several occurrences of

the motive using a contracted smaller interval and an expanded larger interval, as illustrated

in Example 66.

Example 66. Damase, Sonatine, Movement III, measures 9-12, motivic manipulation
in phrase a3.

f4

91991 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

In measures 9-10 the motive is given in two different forms. The D-F-Fb statement (or D-

F-E enharmonically) contains a downward major sixth and a downward minor second,

indicating the retrograde form; the second statement of Db-C-Eb contains a downward

minor second and a downward major sixth, indicating the inverted form. The result of

these statements is a sequence of chromatically descending parallel major sixths, D-F, Db-

Fb, and C-Eb. Simultaneously, two chromatically descending voices are created: Eb-D-

Db-C in the upper notes and F-Fb-Eb in the lower notes.

Similar in construction are the two statements in measures 11-12 that share the note

B. The notes Ab-C-B show the retrograde form using a downward minor sixth and a

"The score indicates the note A instead of A-flat. The flat accidental must have been inadvertently
omitted, since the A-natural creates a type of dissonance that is inconsistent with the melodic and harmonic
style presented in the sonatina.
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downward minor second, while the notes B-Ab-A (enharmonically B-G#-A) reveal the

retrograde-inversion form using an upward major sixth and an upward minor second. The

upper notes G-Ab-A provide a chromatically ascending voice with which to end the phrase.

In the first three phrases of the Al section, the motive appears in all four serial

forms, including the use of contracted and expanded intervals. The diatonic statements in

phrase aj seem to be the simplest, while phrases a2 and a3 present motivic statements

within linear chromatic voice-leading. The second phrase is based on a descending

chromatic scale and emphasizes contraction of the motive. The third phrase utilizes two

shorter chromatic scales, one descending and one ascending, and emphasizes a contraction

of the smaller interval and an expansion of the larger interval of the motive.

The three phrases along with the fourth phrase constitute the thematic material of

each of the A sections. As seen from the diagram of the formal structure in Example 58,

succeeding phrases repeat and transform this material, yet maintain the identity of the

opening phrases. Only those phrases with the most important statements of the motive will

be noted from this point.

Section B provides a sharp contrast to the lyrical material of section A. The

rhythmic focus is on the eighth note, particularly the emphatic syncopation of the

accompaniment in the left hand, while the melody is similar to that of phrase a3 of section

A. An excerpt from measures 33-36 is given in Example 67. Using a downward minor-

sixth and downward minor-second intervals, the statements Db-F-E and C-E-Eb

(or enharmonically C-E-D#) show the motive in retrograde with contraction and expansion.

Additionally, the Db at the end of measure thirty-three could be considered part of a

statement Db-C-E, a retrograde-inversion of the motive; it seems more appropriate to
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Example 67. Damase, Sonatine, Movement Ill, measures 33-36, motivic manipulation
in the beginning of section B.

91991 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

consider the Db as a connector between the more obviously similar two statements in

retrograde.

In measures 40-44 the rhythmic pattern continues while the melody and harmony

are altered. An excerpt from measures 40-42 is given in Example 68. The motive occurs

three times in succession in the melody: A-E-D#, an upward perfect fifth and a downward

minor second; A-D#-D (or A-Eb-D), an upward diminished fifth and a downward minor

second; and, G#-D-C, an upward diminished fifth and a downward major second.

Considering the earlier discussion of octave displacement of notes, the upward perfect-fifth

and diminished-fifth intervals can be inverted to a downward perfect-fourth and

augmented-fourth intervals. All three statements then match the retrograde form of the

motive with contraction of intervals. As with phrase a3, a chromatic line E-D#-D-C

is created in the upper notes of the melody.

Section A2 is comprised of five phrases based on the material from the A l section.

The first phrase in measures 45-48, resembling the second part of section B, is loosely

based on phrase a3. Example 69 shows an excerpt from measures 45-46. By inverting the
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Example 68. Damase, Sonatine, Movement III, measures 40-42, motivic manipulation
in the second melody of section B.

V 1991 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

Example 69. Damase, Sonatine, Movement III, measures 45-46, first phrase of
section A2.

1991 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

perfect intervals, the statements A-E-D (an upward perfect fifth and a downward major

second) and A-D-C# (an upward perfect fourth and a downward minor second) present the

motive in retrograde. The descending line in the upper notes E-D-C# fits diatonically

within the harmony in contrast to the chromatically descending line E-D#-D-C in measures

40-42 of section B.

menof
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The other notable features of section A2 are the restatements of phrases a and a2 in

phrase four and five. (Example 70)

Example 70. Damase, Sonatine, Movement III, measures 57-64, phrases four and five of
section A2.

)k
A 111'ANA1

1991 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

Although the melody of each phrase and the forms of the motive remain intact, the first

phrase is transposed up an augmented fourth to F# major, while the second phrase

maintains the original key of C major. In spite of this interesting key shift, the pairing of

the two phrases gives the impression of a recapitulation of the thematic material, which

does not correspond to the actual structure of the movement.
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In contrast to the melodic movement and rhythmic excitement of the first two

sections is the lyricism of section C. The meter change to a three-four time signature as

well as the relatively stable harmony enhances the positive mood and dance-like quality of

the section. The motive occurs several times and is subtly integrated into the melody. The

first instance appears in measure sixty-nine, shown in Example 71. The notes Ab-Db-Eb

Example 71. Damase, Sonatine, Movement III, measures 69-70, motivic manipulation
in phrase two of section C.

A I

@1991 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

have the intervals of a downward perfect fifth and an upward major second; if the perfect

fifth is inverted to an upward perfect fourth, a retrograde-inversion form of the motive is

presented. This situation is repeated later in measure eighty-one.

In measures 73-76 the third phrase of the section contains two instances of the

motive in the soprano. (Example 72) The motivic cell G#-B-C# in measure seventy-three

use the retrograde-inversion form with contraction of the larger interval to an upward minor

third. For the following notes B-C#-E-F# of the phrase, two interpretations are possible.

The first is to consider the B-C#-F# as the notes of the original form of the motive, with the

note E inserted. The other interpretation is to consider the B as a preparatory beat, leaving
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Example 72. Damase, Sonatine, Movement III, measures 73-76, motivic manipulation
in phrase three of section C.

'_J

1991 Editions Henry Leinoine
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

the C#-E-F# as a retrograde-inversion form with a contracted, upward minor third and an

upward major second. The author prefers the latter interpretation due to the rhythmic

placement of the notes and due to the repetition of the motivic form from measure seventy-

three.

In the fourth phrase of section C, two similar examples of the motive can be found

in measures seventy-seven and eighty, respectively. (Example 73) The first, G-F-Bb,

contains the intervals of a downward major second and an upward perfect fourth, while the

other, G-F-C, contains the intervals of a downward major second and an upward perfect

fifth. Inverting the perfect intervals reveals the inverted form of the motive, with an

expanded larger interval for the occurrence in measure seventy-seven.

Continuing with the rondo structure of the movement is section A3, which is

abbreviated to a total of ten measures. The first four measures contain the a; phrase, and
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Example 73. Damase, Sonatine, Movement III, measures 77-80, motivic manipulation
in phrase four of section C.

I1991 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

the last six measures combine elements of a; and ai. Although the former is transposed to

D major, its identity is retained, and the motive appears as it did in the beginning of the

movement.

Like section A3, section B2 is shortened considerably. As shown in Example 74,

two contrasting phrases are used. In measures 94-97, the first phrase repeats, in

transposition, the material discussed earlier in measures 33-36 of section B 1. Using the

intervals of a downward minor sixth and a downward minor second, the statements
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Example 74. Damase, Sonatine, Movement III, measures 94-101, motivic manipulation
in section B2.

D1991 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

Gb-Bb-A and F-A-Ab (or enharmonically F-A-G#) show the motive in retrograde with

contraction and expansion. The second phrase, which serves as a transition to the next

section, contains two statements of the motive: G-B-C# (an upward major third and an

upward major second) and G#-B-C# (an upward minor third and an upward major

second). Using a retrograde-inversion form with a contracted larger interval, the

statements alternate for the duration of the phrase. The syncopation and continuous

sixteenth-note rhythm in measures 100-101 build tension and excitement leading to the

coda.

The coda begins with a broad, lyrical melody and accompanying texture similar to

that in section C. (Example 75) The statements D-C-G in measures 102-103 and the G-F-

C in measure 104 both show the motive in inversion, using a downward major second and
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Example 75. Damase, Sonatine, Movement ILL, measures 102-104, motivic manipulation
in the first part of the coda.

1991 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

a downward perfect fourth.

The end of the first part uses the motive to lead into the second part of the coda, as

shown in Example 76. The melodic notes D-F-G contain an upward minor third and an

Example 76. Damase, Sonatine, Movement III, measures 107-108, motivic manipulation
in the first part of the coda.

A ~'A~ ~A. ~ 1 2 cIt

C)1991 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

upward major second, which is the retrograde-inversion form of the motive with

contraction of the larger interval. Although the motive is used in quick rhythmic examples

elsewhere, its appearance here in the first part is more recognizable due to the stability of
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Example 77. Damase, Sonatine, Movement III, measures 114-115, motivic manipulation
in the ending of the coda.

21991 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

the quarter-note rhythms and the prominence of the melody in octaves in the right hand.

The second part of the coda concludes with four instances of the motive, as shown

in Example 77. The first statement, C-F-G, gives the motive in retrograde-inversion. The

original form is stated in the notes Db-Eb-Ab, which lead to the notes F#-B-C#, the

retrograde-inversion form. The final statement of the motive occurs in the notes F-G-B-C,

which affords two possible interpretations. If the G is considered an inserted note, then the

intervals are an upward augmented fourth and an upward minor second, a retrograde-

inversion form of the motive corresponding to the first and third statements. If the B is

considered an inserted note, then the intervals are an upward major second and an upward

perfect fourth, which is the motive in its original form. The last statement relates both to

the motivic appearances immediately preceding it and to the initial occurrences in the

opening of the movement.

The three-note motive, appearing in every section, provides a subtle and effective

method of unifying the third movement. The composer exploits the motive by using all
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four of the serial forms and by manipulating both the smaller and larger intervals through

contraction, expansion and octave displacement of notes. Rhythmically, the motive is

heard as fast sixteenth-note figures in the A sections, as eighth notes in the emphatic

melody of the B sections, and as quarter notes in the broad melodies of section C and the

first part of the coda.

CYCLICISM

The third movement contains not only a unifying motive but also cyclic elements.

All of the instances presented here involve melodic quotation from the first two movements;

a few occurrences also include a textural-aspect of the quotation. Example 78 shows the

elements of the first and second movements which correspond to those of the third

Example 78. Damase, Sonatine, comparison of cyclic elements.

Movement I Movement II Movement III

Exp., 2nd theme A1, phrase a
meas. 7 meas. 9-12

Exp., 2nd theme BI
meas. 7 meas. 33-34

phrase a C, phrases c1 and c2

meas. 1-4 meas. 65-72

phrase cj C, phrase c3
meas. 17-20 meas. 72-76

Exp., 2nd theme B2
meas. 7 meas. 94-97

phrases bj coda
meas. 9-12 meas. 102-107

coda coda
meas. 65-73 meas. 108-113
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movement. As discussed earlier concerning the third movement, the B 1 and B2 sections

are related by the unifying motive to section A1, phrase a3, which is derived from the

second theme of the first movement. A closer examination of the second theme in

Movement 1, given in Example 79, reveals a similarity in the melodic figure with a series of

three intervals: a smaller interval (minor second or major second), a larger interval, and

another smaller interval. More specifically, the presence of the unifying motive used in

Example 79. Damase, Sonatine, comparison of Movement I, measure 7, second theme,
and Movement III, measures 9-12, phrase a.

a) Movement 1, measure 7, 2nd Theme

b) Movement III, measures 9-12, phrase a3

91991 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

Movement III is evident in the following groups of notes: G-C-B, G-B-A, A-E-F (shared

A), and G-A-F.

Another interesting relationship discovered in Example 78 is that of the second

movement to Section C of the third movement. Shown in Example 80 are melodic excerpts
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from the first four measures of the former and the first eight measures of the latter. In

phrase cj of the Movement IlI, the melody is transposed downward an augmented fourth,

with Eb substituted for the second C and F altered from F#. Phrase c2, also related to the

melody, shows a freer interpretation.

Example 80. Damase, Sonadine, comparison of Movement II, measures 1-4, phrase ay,
and Movement 111, measures 65-72, phrases c1 and c2 .

a) Movement II, measures 1-4, phrase a,

b) Movement III, measures 65-72, phrases c1 and c2

A

0) v

@1991 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

The next phrase of Section C and its predecessor from the second movement are

given in Example 81. The melody remains intact, transposed upward by a perfect fourth.
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These examples show that the second movement and section C of the third movement are

clearly related.

Example 81. Damase, Sonatine, comparison of Movement II, measures 17-20, phrase cj,
and Movement 111, measures 73-76, phrase c3.

a) Movement 11, measures 17-20, phrase c,

b) Movement III, measures 73-76, phrase c3

)1991 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

The best examples of cyclicism occur in the coda of the third movement, in which

the other movements are both represented. The first part, in measures 102-107, includes

material from phrase bj of the second movement. (Example 82) A comparison of phrase

bj of the former and measures 102-104 of the latter reveal a nearly exact transposition of

an augmented fourth. The harmony of both excerpts follows a simple chord progression: a

tonic chord with an added major ninth, a secondary dominant to subdominant , a

subdominant chord with an added minor seventh, and a dominant chord. The melody not

only is transposed exactly but also maintains the same relationship to the harmony, by
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Example 82. Damase, Sonatine, comparison of Movement 11, measures 9-12, phrase b1 ,
and Movement 111, measures 102-107, first part of coda.

a) Movement 11, measures 9-12, phrase bj
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@1991 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

beginning in both movements on the supertonic of the key. The primary differences in the

third movement are the contraction to two beats of the dominant chord and the use of an

accompanimental pattern in the right hand. Measures 105-106 of the third movement repeat
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the material from measures 102-103; measure 107 is based on measure 104 with a slight

alteration of the melody. This example shows the intimate connection between the second

and third movements.

The second part of the coda in the third movement quotes material from the coda of

the first movement. Shown in Example 83 are excerpts from the two movements. on beat

four. The last movement contains a C-major-seventh chord for the first two beats, a C-

minor-seventh chord on beat three, followed by a B-fully-diminished-seventh chord. A

closer examination shows that this harmonic progression in the third movement matches

exactly that of measures 68-69 in the first movement. By combining the melody and

harmony from different measures, the composer has condensed measures 65-69 in the

earlier movement to measures 108-109 in the last movement.

The other half of the excerpts contain similarities in melodic figuration, texture, and

rate of harmonic change, although the harmonies are different. In both movements the

right hand is based on an extended hand position of a major ninth with two notes in

between; adjustments to this position are made to accommodate harmonic changes. In

measure 70 of the first movement, the left hand plays repeated C-minor-seventh chords for

the first three beats and changes on beat four to an ambiguous chord based on the whole-

tone scale, which includes the notes Gb-Ab-Bb-C-D. The material of this measure is

repeated in measure 71 and reduced to two beats in measure 72. In measure 110 of the

third movement, the left hand continues the same progression as measures 108-109. As

with the earlier movement, the material of measure 110 is repeated in measure 111 and

reduced to two beats in measure 112, with the harmony alternating between C major and a

fully-diminished seventh chord on B.

Although the structure and texture of both codas are very similar, the effect of each

is significantly different. The coda of the first movement seems to be unstable
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Example 83. Damase, Sonatine, comparison of Movement I, measures 65-73, coda,
and Movement III, measures 108-113, second part of coda.

a) Movement 1, measures 65-73, coda
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b) Movement IlI, measures 108-113, second part of coda
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@1991 Editions Henry Lemoine
Used By Permission

Sole Agent U.S.A., Theodore Presser Company

harmonically. With a tonal center of C, the harmony changes rapidly, appearing to

emphasize in general the C-minor-seventh chord, the open fifth C-G (the third of the chord

being absent) and also, in measures 70-72, the ambiguous whole-tone chord. The coda of

the third movement, in contrast, emphatically states a C-major chord, returning to it on beat

one of measures 108-113. Additionally, the C-major chord and fully-diminished-seventh

chord on B in measure 112 reinforces the tonal stability of C major. While the coda of the
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first movement leaves the listener with a sense of uncertainty, the coda of the third

movement concludes with decisiveness.



CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSIONS

The five sonatinas analyzed in this study reflect several changes that have occurred

in the piano sonatina genre, including changes in scope, structure and style; particularly

evident is a sense of cohesiveness, common to each of the works discussed.

Although of varied styles and moods, four of the sonatinas achieve unity primarily

through the use of compositional devices such as motivic manipulation, melodic

fragmentation, counterpoint, and cyclicism. The final movements of the sonatinas by

Maurice Ravel, Maurice Emmanuel, Nod Gallon, and Jean-Michel Damase employ several

of these unifying techniques. The emphasis on motivic manipulation is an especially

important feature of the Ravel, Gallon and Damase pieces. An intervallic cell that

iscommon to all of these works is composed of an upward perfect-fourth interval: C#-F# as

used by Ravel and Gallon and G-C as used by Damase. The motive is most apparent in a

three-note form, in which the perfect-fourth or perfect-fifth interval is preceded by a major-

second or minor-third interval: in Ravel, E-F#-C#; in Gallon, E-C#-F#; and in Damase, F-

G-C. It is interesting to note that this motive appears prominently throughout all three

works.

Melodic fragmentation, the succession of thematic statements in which a theme is

reduced to a few notes, is found in Ravel and Gallon. The recapitulation of the first theme

in Ravel's Movement III and the development section in Gallon's Movement III

demonstrate this process as it occurs throughout a section. Two instances of shorter

phrases being fragmented occur in Ravel's piece, including parts of the second theme and
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closing theme. In all cases, the two-note or three-note motive seems to emerge from the

melodic material.

The Ravel and Gallon movements also contain examples of counterpoint, a feature

that is uncommon in the classical model. Adding stability and interest are frequent ostinato

patterns, derived from the three-note motives that dominate their sonatinas. In the

development sections of both composers, the same pattern of a descending major-second

interval and a descending minor-third interval is evident; the C-Bb-G in the Gallon is a

transposed version of the A-G-E in the Ravel. Duet-like countermelodies figure

prominently in the first theme of both works. In fact, the first themes share similar textures

-- the primary melody is in the soprano range, the secondary melody or duet is in the alto

range, and the rapid, sixteenth-note figuration is in between the two melodies. The Gallon

is unique in its use of a canon of the melody at the octave, presented by the soprano and

tenor voices in the recapitulation of the second theme.

The last compositional technique exhibited by the sonatinas (exclusive of Tansman)

is cyclicism. In Ravel's third movement, the countermelody to the first theme is drawn

from the Movement II; the second theme is a combination of the first, second and closing

themes of Movement 1; and, the closing theme has elements of the first theme of Movement

I and the second theme of Movement II. In the last movement of Emmanuel's sonatina, the

return of section A and the coda involve restatements of the first and second themes as well

as the ending of Movement I. Taking a different approach, Gallon reorders the quoted

material by identifying 1) the first theme of Movement III with the second theme of

Movement I, and 2) the second theme of Movement III with the first theme of Movement I,

in effect reordering the thematic material. In Damase's third movement, several melodic

statements of the A and B sections are derived from the second theme of Movement I,

while three phrases from Movement II reappear in section C. Although a few instances of
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harmonic quotation occur in Ravel's work, thematic quotation is more common.

An even more striking cyclic feature of these four sonatinas is found in their

respective endings. In the Ravel, the thematic and harmonic material at the end of

Movement I is utilized clearly in both the recapitulation of the closing theme and the coda of

Movement ILL, stressing the descending perfect-fourth interval C#-F# found also at the

beginning of Movement I. A similar type of overall arch occurs in Emmanuel's sonatina --

the final series of descending notes are extracted from the complex chord which opens the

piece. The closing theme of Gallon's third movement has a clear reference to the end of

Movement IL, while Damase quotes the codas of Movements I and IL in the coda of

Movement III.

The Troisieme Sonatine of Alexandre Tansman achieves cohesiveness through the

incorporation and recurrence of three features. Influenced by the jazz harmonies and

rhythms prevalent in Paris in the 1920s, the work contains syncopation throughout which

creates rhythmic energy. The first movement uses chromatic planing of major-minor-

seventh harmonies that serve to raise and lower the emotional tension, while chromaticism

in the inner voices is used to support the soprano melody. The successful use of jazz

elements within a traditional classical structure represents yet another example of the

adaptability of the sonatina form to include twentieth-century styles.

In comparison to the classical model of the late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth

centuries, the French sonatina of the twentieth century exhibits four new features. First, it

is more expansive in length and has greater philosophical depth. Second, there is an

emphasis on unity at the motivic and thematic levels, in which the development of material,

based on the techniques discussed, occurs throughout a movement instead of being limited

to a "development" section. Third, the formal structures are more flexible, allowing for

cyclic quotations and the accommodation of varying styles. Fourth, the advanced technical
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skills indicate that these compositions are intended not as pedagogical pieces but as concert

works.

Precedents of these features are found in piano sonatas of the nineteenth century.

William Newman describes four methods of unification used by the Romantic composers

in their piano sonatas: interlocking of movements, thematic interrelationships, program-

matic continuity, and an overall curve of dynamic tension.' The first two methods in

Newman's list certainly encompass the motivic manipulation, melodic fragmentation and

cyclicism found in the four sonatinas discussed, revealing a compositional relationship

between the Romantic sonata and the modem, advanced sonatina. This relationship

contrasts sharply with the sonatina of the nineteenth century, which was intended as a

teaching piece in Classical style. In other words, the compositional approaches for

achieving unity in the Romantic piano sonata were finally applied during the twentieth

century to the piano sonatina.

Suggested areas of further research include studies of sonatinas published during

specific periods of time, such as 1980-1999, or in specific geographical locations, such as

Spain or Germany. A comparative study of advanced sonatinas from a variety of countries

would be interesting, particularly if it involved discussions of why composers continue to

use this genre. Others genres of French piano music also need to be explored, including

the concerto and concertino.

The French piano sonatina of the twentieth century continues to be a viable form of

serious composition in France. The five works analyzed in this paper reflect the conserva-

tive traditions of French composition and deserve to become better known through study

and performance.

'William S. Newman, The Sonata Since Beethoven (New York: W. W. Norton, 1969), 140-48.
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Listed below are all the scores of sonatinas accessed by the author. As a guide to

the teacher and performer, each source was assigned a difficulty level, based on a system

of nine levels. Of the works listed, none were found to be appropriate for pianists at the

elementary level; consequently, the three elementary levels have been omitted from the list.

Representative works from the traditional sonatina and sonata literature provide examples

of the appropriate technical and musical skills needed at that particular level.

Lower-intermediate Clementi, Sonatinas, Op. 36 Nos. I and 2

Intermediate Clementi, Sonatinas, Op. 36 Nos. 3 and 4

Upper-intermediate Mozart, Sonata, K. 545
Beethoven, Sonatas, Op. 49

Lower-advanced Beethoven, Sonata, Op. 79

Advanced Mozart, Sonatas, K. 332 and 333
Beethoven, Sonatas, Opp. 13 and 27

Upper-advanced Mozart, Sonata, K. 576
Beethoven, Sonatas, Opp. 57, 109-111

Absil, Jean. Sonatine, Op. 27. Brussels: Schott Freres, 1938. (Upper-advanced; three
movements with polytonal harmonies; second and third movements entitled
"Humoresque" and "Toccata," respectively)

Absil, Jean. Sonatine (suite pastorale), Op. 37. New York: Associated Music
Publishers, 1939. Reprinted in Six Piano Sonatinas by Belgian Composers,
comp. and ed. Pierre Huybregts. New York: Associated Music Publishers, 1979.
(Lower-advanced; charming, evocative work in three movements entitled "Day
Break," "Plains and Woods," and "Country Round")

Alkan, Charles Henri Valentin. Sonatine, Op. 61. New ed. by F. M. Delaborde and
Isodor Philipp. Paris: Billaudot, [1985]. (Upper-advanced; four large movements
in the grand manner of nineteenth-century composition for piano)

Arma, Paul. Deux sonatines. Paris: Henry Lemoine, 1980. (Lower-advanced, due to
length; composed in 1937; primarily diatonic harmonies; mainly homophonic
writing with occasional polyphony)
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Auric, Georges. Sonatine. Paris: Rouart, Lerelle, 1923. (Advanced; three movements
using polytonal writing)

Bitsch, Marcel. Hommage a Domenico Scarlatti: trois sonatines pour clavecin ou
piano. Paris: Leduc, 1967. (Upper-advanced; competition piece for the Concours
du Conservatoire National Sup6rieur de Musique; three one-movement sonatinas in
a fast-slow-fast sequence; involves repeated chords and many hand-crossings)

Bitsch, Marcel. Sonatine. Paris: Leduc, 1960. (Upper-advanced; competition piece for
the Concours du Conservatoire National Supdrieur de Musique; one-movement
piece with some traits inspired by Ravel; uses contrapuntal techniques)

Bo, Victor de. Sonatina in D major. New York: Associated Music Publishers, 1947.
Reprinted in Six Piano Sonatinas by Belgian Composers, comp. and ed. Pierre
Huybregts. New York: Associated Music Publishers, 1979. (Upper-intermediate;
similar style to the Clementi model, with occasional nineteeth-century harmonies)

Bo, Victor de. Sonatina in B-flat Major, Op. 7. New York: Associated Music
Publishers, 1950. Reprinted in Six Piano Sonatinas by Belgian Composers,
Volume Two, comp. and ed. Pierre Huybregts. New York: Associated Music
Publishers, 1982. (Upper-intermediate; uses more chromatic harmonies and linear
voice-leading than the earlier sonatina)

Chevreuille, Raymond. Sonatine, Op. 27. Brussels: Schott Frres, 1952. (Advanced;
much two-part writing, often in unison; toccata-style first movement)

Damase, Jean-Michel. Sonatine. Paris: Henry Lemoine, 1991. (Upper-advanced;
excellent work in the style of Les Six; homophonic, lyrical writing in the first
movement; light, pleasant third movement with references to Poulenc)

Defossez, Rend. Sonatine. Brussels: Centre Bege de Documentation Musicale, 1964.
(Upper-advanced; composed in 1958; very chromatic first movement; recitative-like
sections and hints of tonality in the second movement; successful scherzo-like third
movement reminiscent of Ravel's Alborada del gracioso)

Demarquez, Suzanne. Sonatine. Paris: Salabert, 1939. (Advanced; interesting and
exciting first movement with 5/8 time signature for the first theme; syncopated
melody in the last movement)

Demarquez, Suzanne. Deuxieme sonatine. Paris: Salabert, 1960. (Upper-advanced;
based on tonality; styles reflected in tides "Romantico," "Intermezzo," and
"Toccata"; uses juxtaposed major and minor triads in final movement)

Dessagnes, Gontran. Sonatine hellnique. Paris: Choudens, 1967. (Advanced; tonal;
simple, traditional textures in first movement; Grecian folk song in second
movement; chromatic scales in third movement; requires agile left hand)
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Dhaine, Jean-Louis. Sonatine. Corbeil, France: J. L. Dhaine, 1969-70. Revised 1977.
(Upper-advanced; expressive first two movements, with rare hints of tonality;
bravura style in the third movement, requiring well-developed octave technique in
the left-hand)

D'Hooghe, Clement. Sonatina in C Major, Op. 184. New Yorlc Associated Music
Publishers, 1949. Reprinted in Six Piano Sonatinas by Belgian Composers,
Volume Two, comp. and ed. Pierre Huybregts. New York: Associated Music
Publishers, 1982. (Intermediate; four movements; has mixture of homophonic and
unison writing; simple textures)

Dubois, Pierre Max. Simple sonatine. Paris: Rideau Rouge, 1977. (Lower-intermediate;
charming one-movement work; homophonic writing with some imitation;
interesting harmonic shifts)

Durey, Louis. Premiere sonatine en ut majeur, Op. 36, No. 1. Paris: Heugel, 1929.
(Advanced, due to length; interesting and varied textures and harmonies; charac-
teristic of the lighter style associated with Les Six)

Emmanuel, Maurice. Deuxitme sonatine (pastorale). Paris: Heugel, 1923. (Advanced;
composed in 1897; uses the sounds of nature, particularly bird calls; tonal basis)

Emmanuel, Maurice. Sonatine IV sur des modes hindous. Paris: Durand, 1923.
(Upper-advanced; composed in 1920; based on Hindu modes; several technical
passages involving octaves and chords)

Emmanuel, Maurice. Sonatine V alla francese. Paris: Lemoine, 1928. (Upper-advanced;
composed in 1926; has six movements modeled on the baroque dance suite, but
with a freer approach to rhythm and tonality)

Emmanuel, Maurice. Sonatine V. Paris: Henry Lemoine, 1926. (Upper-advanced;
exceptionally well-crafted work containing modal melodies, unusual harmonic
structures, and cyclic elements)

Ferroud, Pierre Octave. Sonatine en ut diese. Paris: Durand, 1929. (Upper-advanced;
has much polyphonic writing as well as bitonal harmonies)

Gallon, No8l. Sonatine. Paris: Leduc, 1931. (Upper-advanced; excellent work in the
traditions of Faur6 and Franck; contains attractive melodies, countrapuntal
passages, and cyclic elements)

Hahn, Reynaldo. Sonatine en ut majeur. Paris: Heugel, 1907. (Advanced; uses baroque
counterpoint within classical forms in the first and last movements; theme with
variations, rather plain, in the second movement)

Journeau, Maurice. Sonatine, Op. 4. Paris: Senart, [n.d.]. (Advanced; relies on
nineteenth-century sounds and pianistic techniques with a waltz in the second
movement)
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Koechlin, Charles. Cinq sonatines, Op. 59. Paris: Salabert, 1915. (Upper-intermediate
to Advanced; dedicated to his children; homophonic textures and two-part writing,
with frequent imitation; frequent modal scales in the melodies; No. 5, the most
difficult and satisfying)

Koechlin, Charles. Nouvelles sonatines frangaises, Op. 87. Paris: Senart, 1926.
(Upper-intermediate to advanced; compared to Op. 59-- shorter and slightly more
complex, with clearer and more prevalent counterpoint)

Landowski, Marcel. Sonatine. Paris: Salabert, 1948. (Upper-advanced; two movements;
contains homophonic writing and much linear, chromatic movement)

Lemeland, Aubert. Sonatine, Op. 129. Paris: Billaudot, 1989. (Upper-advanced;
prevalent use of mixed meters; unusual harmonic structures)

ILvy, Lazare. Deux Sonatines, Op. 8. Paris: Senart, 1931. (No. 1, lower advanced;
No. 2, advanced; tonally-based pieces in three movements; charming and inventive;
No. 1 in the mannerisms of Les Six; No. 2, more serious)

Lipatti, Dinu. Sonatine pour piano (main gauche seule). Paris: Salabert, 1953.
(Upper-advanced; composed in 1941 after advanced study in Paris in the years
1934-39; requires well-developed left hand technique)

Lonque, Armand. Sonatina in D Minor, Op. 34. New York: Associated Music
Publishers, 1945. Reprinted in Six Piano Sonatinas by Belgian Composers,
comp. and ed. Pierre Huybregts. New York: Associated Music Publishers, 1979.
(Intermediate; modelled after Clementi; not very original)

Lonque, George. Sonatina in D Major, Op. 32. New York: Associated Music
Publishers, 1939. Reprinted in Six Piano Sonatinas by Belgian Composers,
comp. and ed. Pierre Huybregts. New York: Associated Music Publishers, 1979.
(Intermediate; modelled after Clementi; not very original)

Lonque, George. Sonatina in G Major, Op. 36. New York: Associated Music
Publishers, 1945. Reprinted in Six Piano Sonatinas by Belgian Composers,
Volume Two, comp. and ed. Pierre Huybregts. New York: Associated Music
Publishers, 1982. (Intermediate; modelled after Clementi; not very original)

Mari, Pierrette. Papillon-Mimos-Abeilles (Sonatine). Paris: Zurfluh, 1987. (Advanced;
uses triads and extended harmonies in unusual ways; homophonic texture)

Martinon, Jean. Sonatine No. 3, op. 22. Paris: Costallat, 1945. (Upper-advanced; one-
movement work with three sections in a fast-slow-fast sequence; contains many
meter changes and a mixture of homophonic and polyphonic textures)

Merlet, Michel. Sonatine. Paris: Leduc, 1966. (Upper-advanced; interesting use of
tonally-based materials; has mixed meters and cross-rhythms)
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Milhaud, Darius. Sonatine. Paris: Musicales Transatlantiques, 1956. (Advanced;
dissonant use of tonal harmonies)

Mortier, Willy. Sonatine en la majeur, Op. 3 No. 1. Brussels: Maurer, 1981. (Upper-
intermediate; three brief movements, based on tonality; primarily homophonic
texture, with some imitation in the third movement.)

Mulot, Armand M. Sonatine, Op. 21. Paris: Durand, 1950. (Upper-advanced; charming
thematic material, plain tonal harmonies, lacks cohesiveness)

Ohana, Maurice. Sonatine monodique. Paris: Billaudot, 1967. Originally published in
1945. (Advanced; four movements; sparse in texture, limited primarily to two-
voice writing in unison and single-voice divided between the hands)

Pascal, Claude. Sonatine. Paris: Durand, 1983. (Upper-advanced; homophonic writing;
mixture of tonal and chromatic harmonies; attractive first movement)

Peeters, Flor. Sonatina, Op. 45. New York: Associated Music Publishers, 1941.
Reprinted in Six Piano Sonatinas by Belgian Composers, Volume Two, comp.
and ed. Pierre Huybregts. New York: Associated Music Publishers, 1982.
(Upper-intermediate; combination of modal and tonal writing; interesting work)

Peeters, Flor. Sonatina in G Major, Op. 46. New York: Associated Music Publishers,
1941. Reprinted in Six Piano Sonatinas by Belgian Composers, comp. and ed.
Pierre Huybregts. New York: Associated Music Publishers, 1979. (Upper-
intermediate; primarily modal writing; poor imitation of Chopin's E-minor Prelude
in the second movement; less successful than Peeter's Op. 45)

Poot, Marcel. Sonatina. New York: Associated Music Publishers, 1945. Reprinted in
Six Piano Sonatinas by Belgian Composers, comp. and ed. Pierre Huybregts.
New York: Associated Music Publishers, 1979. (Upper-intermediate; has effect of
a parody of the classical sonatina; diatonic writing interspersed with rhythmic and
harmonic surprises)

Poot, Marcel. Deuxieme sonatine. Paris: Max Eschig, 1975. (Lower-advanced;
homophonic texture with occasional polyphony in two voices; post-tonal harmony,
with hints of atonality)

Ravel, Maurice. Sonatine. Paris: Durand, 1905. Reprinted in Piano Masterpieces of
Maurice Ravel. Mineola, New York: Dover, 1986. (Advanced; outstanding
model of early neo-classicism; predominately modal writing; contains cyclic
elements with much motivic manipulation of perfect-fourth interval)

Robert, Lucie. Deux sonatines. Paris: Frangaises de Musique-Technisonar, 1974.
Reprint. Paris: Billaudot, 1989. (Advanced; mainly two-part textures; much use of
one-staff writing; No. I more serious than No. 2)
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Roussel, Albert. Sonatine, Op. 16. Paris: Durand, 1912. (Upper-advanced; two-
movement sonatina, considered a transitional work in the composer's output;
contains chromatic lyricism and rhythmic vitality; unusual time signature of 5/8 in
the second movement)

Satie, Erik. Sonatine bureaucratique (Paris: Phillipo, 1917). Boca Raton, FL: Masters
Music Publications, 1993. (Upper-intermediate; clever parody of Clementi's
Sonatina in C, Op. 36, No. 1; sub-text concerns a businessman as he goes to work
and returns home)

Tailleferre, Germaine. Trois sonatines. Paris: Lemoine, 1993. (Intermediate; composed
c. 1975-78; short works in traditional classical style)

Tansman, Alexandre. Sonatine. Paris: Salabert, 1924. (Upper--advanced; bitonal writing;
requires secure technique including interlacing of hands)

Tansman, Alexandre. Sonatine transatlantique. Paris: Leduc, 1930. (Advanced; three
movements entitled "Fox-Trot," "Spiritual and Blues," and "Charleston"; reflects
the composer's reaction to several popular American dances of the 1920s; based on
traditional tonality with jazz harmonies; contains much syncopation and rhythmic
energy)

Tansman, Alexandre. Troisieme sonatine. Paris: Max Eschig, 1933. (Advanced;
outstanding, attractive work containing jazz elements in the first movement;
"perpetual motion" style in third movement)

Thouvenot, Jacques. Sonatine pour la main gauche seule. Southport, Merseyside:
Almaviva Resources, 1990. (Upper-advanced; one of the few sonatinas for a
single hand; musically and technically very demanding; melodic statements
alternating with faster passages of musical "gestures")

Tolkowsky, Denise. Sonatine. Brussels: Maurer, 1957. (Advanced; tonal work with
predominately homophonic writing; light textures in the first two movements;
requires flexible left hand for the third movement)

Vallier, Jacques. Sonatine. Paris: Chapell, 1973. (Advanced; uses tonal harmonic
structures in unusual ways; much polyphony; not easily accessible)

Van Eechaute, Prosper. Sonatina, Op. 11 No. 1. New York: Associated Music
Publishers, 1941. Reprinted in Six Piano Sonatinas by Belgian Composers,
Volume Two, comp. and ed. Pierre Huybregts. New York: Associated Music
Publishers, 1982. (Upper-intermediate; reminiscent of late-nineteenth and early-
twentieth centuries in melodies, harmonies and larger development sections)

Verbrugghen, Renaut. Sonatina in F Major, Op. 22. New York: Associated Music
Publishers, 1950. Reprinted in Six Piano Sonatinas by Belgian Composers,
Volume Two, comp. and ed. Pierre Huybregts. New York: Associated Music
Publishers, 1982. (Upper-intermediate; has three movements entitled "Joy,"
"Sadness," and "Hope"; mainly diatonic writing)
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Vito-Delvaux, Berthe di. Premire sonatine en do majeur, Op. 102. Brussels: Centre
Belge de Documentation Musicale, 1993. (Intermediate; intended as a short,
teaching piece; lacks the inspiration of similar twentieth-century works, such as
those of Kabalevsky)

Wi6ner, Jean. Deuxieme sonatine. Paris: Max Eschig, 1928. (Advanced; based on
nineteenth-century style, with some chromaticism; contains jazz chords and
syncopation in third movement)

Widner, Jean. Sonatine syncope. Paris: Max Eschig, 1923. (Advanced; three
movements entitled "Lourd," "Blues," and "Brillant"; based on 1920s jazz idioms;
requires large hand span)

Woestijne, David van de. Sonatine. Brussels: Centre Belge de Documentation Musicale,
1955. (Advanced; two-movements; predominately two-part writing with unusual
mixtures of melodic intervals)
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"Troisieme, Quatrieme et Sixieme Sonatines [by Maurice Emmanuel]." Performed
by Yvonne Lef6bure (piano). FY - 017.

Maurice Emmauel: Sonatine Bourguignonne; Sonatine Pastorale; Sonatine III;
Sonatine IV sur des modes Hindous; Sonatine Frangaise; Sonatine VI. Peter Jacobs
(piano). Aspen Music PEN 504D, [1988].

Maurice Emmauel(1862-1938): Les 6 sonatines pour piano, Sonate pour flate,
clarinette et piano. Performed by Marie-Catherine Girod (piano), Alain Marion (flute),
Richard Vieille (clarinette). Accord 149175, 1986.

Sonatines Frangaises pour le Piano (1905-1930). Performed by Daniel
Blumenthal (piano). Cybelia CY849, 1989. (Includes sonatinas by Erik Satie, Reynaldo
Hahm, Charles Koechlin, Georges Auric, Alexandre Tansmand, Albert Roussel, and
Maurice Ravel)

Piano Sonatinas by Belgian Composers. Performed by Pierre Huybregts (piano).
Ventura, CA: Educo 3075, 1970. (Contains works from the first volume of the same
name)

Alkan -- Grande Sonate: Les quatre ages; Sonatine, etc. Performed by Marc-
Andre Hamlin (piano). Hyperion CDA 66794, 1995. (Recent recording by a specialist of
Alkan's works)

A Dance for Ginger Rogers and Other Piano Music of Charles Koechlin.
Performed by Boaz Sharon (piano). Nonesuch, 1984. (Includes Koechlin's Nouvelles
sonatines frangaises, Op. 87)
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